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Abstract 
CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS ON TIME SCALES AND ITS APPLICATIONS TO 
ECONOMICS 
Christopher Steven McMahan May 2008 
Directed by: Dr. Ferhan Atici 
Department of Mathematics Western Kentucky University 
The goal of time scale research is to progress the development of a harmonized 
theory that is all encompassing of the more commonly known specialized forms. The main 
results of this paper is the presentation of the Ramsey model which can be written using 
both the A and V operators, and solved using the two separate theories of the calculus of 
variations on time scales. The next presentation will be of the solution of an adjustment 
model, for a specific form of a time scale, whose functional can only be optimized, using the 
existing theory, when written with the A operator. We will also develop certain elements 
of stochastic time scale calculus, in order to lay the groundwork necessary to develop the 




For the convenience of the reader a few basic definitions and background theorems 
will be presented here, which can be found in [7,8]. First let T be a time scale (which is a 
nonempty closed subset of R), and let [a, b] be a closed and bounded interval in T. Then 
we will define the forward and backward jump operators as, 
a(t) = inf{s € T : s > t} p{t) = sup{s € T : s < t}. 
Note that in this definition, inf{</>} = supT and sup{</>} = inf T, where (p denotes the 
empty set. Let the set Tk be the set derived from T, such that if T has a left scattered 
maximum tx then Tfc = T - {ti}, otherwise Tfc = T. Also let the set Tfc be the set derived 
from T, such that if T has a right scattered minimum t2 then = T - {t2}, otherwise 
Tfc = T. 
Definition 1.0.1. Assume / : T -> K is a function and let t e Tk. Then we define fA(t) to 
be the number (provided that it exists) with the property that given any e > 0 there exists a 
neighborhood U of t such that 
3 
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|[f(°{t)) - f(s)} - fA(t)Wt) " < e\a{t) - s\ 
for all s eU. We call / A ( i ) the delta (or Hilger) derivative of / at t. 
Definition 1.0.2. Assume / : T —> R is a function and let t e Tfc. Then we define fv(t) to 
be the number (provided that it exists) with the property that given any £ > 0 there exists a 
neighborhood U of t such that 
\{f(p(t))-f{s))-fV(t)[p(t)-s]\<e\p(t)-s\ 
for all s e l f . We call / v ( t ) the nabla derivative of / at t. 
Theorem 1.0.1. Assume that f : T —> M is a function, and let t eTk then if f is differen-
tiable at t then the following hold, 
1. f(a(t)) = (a(t)-t)fHt) + f(t) 
2. If f is differentiate at t, then f is continuous at t. 
Theorem 1.0.2. Assume that f : T —> K is a function, and let t e Tfc then if f is differen-
tiable at t then the following hold, 
1. M t ) ) = m - ( t - p ( t ) ) F ( t ) 
2. If f is differentiate at t, then f is continuous at t. 
Definition 1.0.3. A function / : T —> R is called rd-continuous provided it is continuous 
at right dense points in T and its left sided limit exists and is finite at left dense points in T. 
The set of rd-continuous functions will be denoted by Crd• 
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Definition 1.0.4. A function / : T —> R is called ld-continuous provided it is continuous 
at left dense points in T and its right sided limit exists and is finite at right dense points in 
T. The set of ld-continuous functions will be denoted by Cm-
Theorem 1.0.3. Assume / , g : T —> R are differentiable att <E Tfc. Then 
I. The sum f + g : T —> R is differentiable at t with 
(f + g)A(t) = fA(t) + gA(t). 
2. The product fg : T —> R is differentiable at t with 
(fg)A(t) = fA(t)g{t) + f(a(t))gA(t) = fA(t)g(o(t)) + f(t)gA(t). 
3. If g(t)g(o(t)) ^ 0 then — is differentiable at t and f 
Theorem 1.0.4. Assume / , g : T —> R are differentiable atte I V Then 
1. The sum f + g : T —> R is differentiable at t with 
(f + g f ( t ) = fv(t) + gw(t). 
2. The product fg-.T^'Ris differentiable at t with 
( . f g f ( t ) = f m t ) + f(p(t))gv(t) = f(t)g(p(t)) + f(t)gv(t). 
/ 
3. If g{t)g(p(t)) ^ 0 then — is differentiable at t and 
9 
i y
 { t ) = f v m t ) - f ( t ) g v ( t ) 
.9 J g(t)g(p(t)) 
Definition 1.0.5. The function p : T —» E is p, — regressive provided 
1 + p{t)p{t) ± 0 for all t G T* 
holds. The set of all p — regressive and rd-continuous functions will be denoted by 
K = K{ T) = TZ{T,M). 
Definition 1.0.6. The function p : T —> E is v — regressive provided 
1 - v(t)p{t) ^ 0 for all t € TK 
holds. The set of all u - regressive and ld-continuous functions will be denoted by 
nu = nv{ T) =KU{T,R). 
Definition 1.0.7. If p e 11, then the exponential function is given by 
ep(t, s) := exp ^J ^ ( T ) (p ( r ) )Ar^ for s,t £ T 
where £h.{z) is defined by 
= ^Log{l + hz) 
for all h > 0 and define — z for h — Q. 
Definition 1.0.8. If p G TZV, then the nabla exponential function is given by 
ep(t, s) := exp ^J L(t){p{t))Vt^J for s,t€ T 
where £h(z) is defined by 
L{z) = ~Log{l - hz) 
for all h > 0 and define £0(2) = z for h = 0. 
Theorem 1.0.5. Suppose that p 6 1Z and fix t0 € T. Then ep(-,fo) is a solution of the 
initial value problem 
yA = p(t)y, y(t0) = 1. 
Theorem 1.0.6. Suppose that q £ TZ^, and fix to £ T. Then eq(-,t0) is a solution of the 
initial value problem 
yV = q(t)y, y(t0) = 1. 
Theorem 1.0.7. I f p , q € 1Z, then 
1. ep{o{t),s) = (1 + p(t)p{t))ep{t,s) 
2. e£(t,s)=p(t)ep{t,s) 
1 - p w 
ep(t,s)J ep(<j(t), s) 
4. ep(t, s)eq(t, s) = ep e 9( t , s) w/zere © = p(t) + + p(t)q(t)p(t) 
ep(t,s) 5. = e p-q (t,s). 
eq{t,s) 
Theorem 1.0.8. Z/p, q € T?.^ , f/ien 
7. ep(p(t),s) = (1 -i/(t)p(t))ep(t,s) 
2. e j ( t . s ) =p( t )e p ( t , s ) 
, , i - P ( 0 
ep(t,s)J ep(p(t),s) 
4. ep{t, s)eq(t, s) = epe„q(t, s) w/zere p{t) ©„ q{t) = p(t) + - p(t)q{t)v(t) 
5. ^ 4 = e_E=a_(M). eq{t, s) i—tog 
Theorem 1.0.9. (Equivalence of Delta andNabla Exponential Functions) I f p is continuous 
and p — regressive, then 
eP{t,to) = e Pp (t, tp) = ee^(_pP)(t,f0) t+pPi* 
j/g ij continuous and v — regressive, then 
e?(Mo) = e q" (Mn) = ee(-g")(£. ^o)-
Theorem 1.0.10. I f p is continuous and p — regressive, then 
Pp 
=
 T T ^ e p { t ' t o ) 
if q is continuous and u — regressive, then 
ef(i.to) =
 g eq(t,t0). i q p 
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Proof. If p is continuous and p — regressive, then 
eJ(Mo) = ^ ( M o ) = = J ^ ^ o ) 
and similarly if q is continuous and v — regressive, then 
e f (Mo) = eA^{t,t0) = - —e_s f_ (Mo) = —eq{t,t0). 
* \-q<>», I — q p i-<?°> i — q p 
Theorem 1.0.11. If a, b, c £ T, a G R, and / , s G Crd, then 
1- [b[f(t)+g(t)]At= f f{t) At + f g{t) At 
J a J a J a 
af{t)At = a [ fit)At 
J a 
. f fit) At = [Cfit)At+ f f i t ) At 
J a J a J c 
4- f " f(ait))gAit)At = ( f g ) i b ) - i f g ) i a ) - f / A ( % ( t ) A i 
J a J a 
5- f f{t)gAit)At = ifg)ib)~ ifg)ia)~ f / A ( i )g (a ( t ) )At 
J a J a. 
6. f / ( t ) A t = 0 
J a 
r<T(t) 





Theorem 1.0.12. If a, b, c G T, a G R, and f,g£ Cu, then 
rb fb 
1. [ [fit)+git)]Vt= [ / ( t ) V t + f git)Wt 
J a J a J a 
2. f afit)Vt = a f fit)Vt 
J a J a 
• 
10 
5. [b f(t)vt= [ C f W t + f m m 
J a J a J c 
4. f f(p(t))gv(t)m = ( f g ) ( b ) - { f g ) ( a ) - f fv(t)g(t)Vt 
J a J a 
5. f f(t)gv(t)Vt = ( f g ) ( b ) - ( f g ) ( a ) - f f (t)g(p(t)) At 
J a J CL 
6. f a f ( t ) m = o 
J a 
7. I f t G then f / ( r ) A r = u{t)f(t). 
Jp(t) 
Definition 1.0.9. For two A-differentiable functions yi and y2 we define the Wronskian 
W = W(yuy2) by 
W{t) = det 
yi(t) y2(t) 
Chapter 2 
Calculus of Variations on Time Scales 
The goal of this chapter is to present the development and theory associated with the 
Calculus of Variations on Time Scales as it was attained in [2,3,4,5,9]. We will first develop 
the theory for the A operator in 2.1 and then for the V operator in 2.2. 
2.1 Calculus of Variations with the A Operator 
The following lemma is crucial to the proof of the main theorems that build the 
theory of Calculus of Variations with the delta operator. 
Lemma 2.1.1. Let f be a continuous faction on [a, b}. If 
for every function g(t) £ Crd[a, b] with g(a) — g(b) = 0, then f(t) = 0 for t £ [a. &]£. 
11 
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Proof. Assume to the contrary, there exists t0 £ [a, &]* s.t. /(to) > 0, 
Case 1.) t0 is right scattered, choose g(t0) = 1 and g(t) = 0 otherwise, then 
r<?{to) 
/ f{t)g(t)At = (<7(t0) - to)f{to)g{to) = {a {to) - t0)f{t0) > 0. 
Jto 
Case 2.) to is right dense, then by continuity of / there exists 5 > 0 s.t. f(t) > 0 on 
[tQ, tQ + 5). Then define g(t) = ({t0 + S) - t)(t - t0) for t £ {tQ,t0 + 5) and git) = 0 
otherwise. Then 
fto+<5 rto+6 
f(t)g(t) At = / 
I to Jto 
Case 3.) If t0 = a and t0 £ [a, &]£, then to must be a right dense point. Again by continuity 
of / , there exists <5 > 0 such that fit) > 0 on [a, a + 5). Define git) = {t — a){a + 5 — t) 
for t £ (a, a + 5) and git) — 0 otherwise. Then 
ra+6 ra+6 
/ f(t)g{t)At = ((a + 6)-t){t-a)f{t)At>0. 
J a J a 
Case 4.) l f t 0 = b and t0 £ [a, bthen t0 must be a left dense point. Then by continuity of 
/ , there exists <5 > 0 such that fit) > 0 on (6 - 6], Define git) = {t - {b ~ 5))ib - t) for 
t £ (b-5,b). Then 
r 6 
/ { {t At iito + 6)-t)it-to)fit)At>0. 
Jtn 
f6 f{t)g(t)At — f it-ib-5))ib-t)fit)At>0 
Jb-S J b~5 
pb rb 
fi i = / 
lb-6 Jb-S 
which is a contradiction. So we have f i t ) = 0 on [a, • 
The following Theorem is obtained by Bohner in the paper [5]. 
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Theorem 2.1.1. (Euler's Necessary Condition) If a function y(t) provides a local ex-
tremum to the functional, 
where y £ C2[a,o2(b)} and y(a(a)) = A and y(o2(b)) = B, then y must satisfy the 
Euler-Lagrange equation, 
for t £ [a, <j(b)}*. 
Proof Assume that L(t,u,v) for each t £ [a(a),a2(b)] C T is a class C2 function of 
(•u,v). Lety £ C^a , a2(b)\ with y{cr(a)) = A,y(o2(b)) = B, where 
C^a , o2{b)} - {y : [a, o2(b)} -> R | yA is continuous on [a, a2(6)]K}. 
The simplest variational problem is to extremize (maximize or minimize) 
The optimization problem is then formulated as minimize (or maximize) J[y\. We say that 
yo £ Cl{a, o2(b)} minimizes (or maximizes) the simplest variation problem if 
for all y £ Cl[a, o2(b)}. We say J has a local minimum (or maximum) at y0 provided that 
there is a <5 > 0 such that 
Ly«{ty ,yA) - ,yA) = 0 
J[yo] < Ay] 
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J[yo\ < M 
for all y e Cl[a,cr2(b)] with ||y — y0|| < Here we consider the norm 
||y|| = m a x t 6 [ a , f f 2 ( 6 ) ] K \y(t)\ + m a x t 6 [ a i C T 2 ( 6 ) ] « |yA(£)|. 
Now let h : [a(a),a2(b)} —> R be any admissible variation, i.e., h 6 C1[a(a), a2(b)} 
with h(a(a)) = h(a2(b)) = 0. Assume that the simplest variational problem has a local 
extremum at y — y(t). Then we define 
<p(e) := J[y(t) + eh(t)}, 
where —oo < e < oo. Since ip has a local extremum at e = 0, we have that 
<p'(0) = 0 
<p"{0) > 0 ( < 0 ) 
in the local minimum (maximum) case. Next we consider 
¥>(e) = L{t, y(a(t)) + eh(a(t)),yA(t) + ehA(t))At. 
Differentiating with respect to e, we have 
r 2 w d 
/ -L(t,y(a(t)) + eh(a(t)),yA(t) + ehA(t))At 
/ {Lu(t, y(a(t)) + eh(a(t)),yA(t) + ehA(t))h(a(t)) 
+Lv(t,y(a(t)) + eh(a(t)),yA(t) + ehA(t))hA(t)}At. 
Hence, we obtain 
r
2 ( b ) 
v'(o) = / + Lv*{t,y°(t),yA(t))hA(t)}At. J cr(a) 
The integral 
/ { v (t, yAW + V (*> yA)hA}&t 
Ja(a) 
gives the first variation of J[y], denoted by Ji[h}. So a necessary condition for y(t) to be a 
local minimum (maximum) is 
Mh}= / {Ly„(t,y°(t),yA(t))h°(t) + LyA(t,y°(t),yA(t))hA(t)}&t = Q 
J<t(O) 
for all h € C ^ a ) , a2(6)] with h(a(a)) = /i(cr2(6)) = 0. Using the property of A-integral 
[1], we have 
r { b ) 











J a {a) 
+ (a\b)-a(b))Ly4a(b),y(a2(b)),yA(a(b)))hA(a(b)) 
using the equality (a2(6) - a(b))hA(a(b)) — h(a2{b)) - h(a(b)), one can obtain 
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Mb) 
Ji[h] = / {Ly«{t,y° ,yA)ff + Ly*(t,y\yA)hA}At 
b) 
M a ) 
-Ly.(a(b),y(o2(b)):yA(o(b)))h(a(b)). 
Integration by parts gives 
Mb) 
j (a 
From the integral 
ra(a) 
fa\°) 
/ Lr{t,y°,yA)h°At + {Lyzh)(a(b))-{Ly±h){<7{a)) 
J <j(a) 
Mb) 
- / LAA(t,y",yA)h°At - (LvA/i)(a(6)) 
J a (a) 
Mb) 
J a ) 




J {Lr(t,y\yA) - LA^y\yA)}h° At = 0 
for all h e Cl[o(a),o2(b)\ with h(a(a)) = h(a2(b)) = 0. The necessary condition for J[y] 
to have an extremum for y = y(t) is that 
Mb) 
<p'(0)= {Lr(t,y°,yA)-LA^t,y°,yA)}h°At = 0 (2.1.1) 
J a 
for all admissible h. According to Lemma 2.1.1, (2.1.1) implies that 
Ly„(t,y°,yA)-LAA(t,y°,yA) = 0 ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) 
a result known as a Euler-Lagrange equation. • 
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In the development of Theorem 2.1.1, if the initial setup is relaxed such that one or even 
both of the boundary conditions are not given then the following Theorems can be obtained. 




where y G C2[a, cr2(6)] and y(a(a)) = A, has a local extremum at y(t), then y(t) satisfies 
the Euler-Lagrange equation for t G [o(a),a2(b)}k, y(a(a)) — A and y(t) satisfies the 
condition 
(a2(b)-a(b))Ly„ {a(b),y(a2(b)),yA(o(b)))+LyA (o(b),y(a2(b)),yA(a(b))) = 0. 
(2.1.3) 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, Ji[h] = 0 for all h G Cl[o(a),a2{b)} with 
h(a(a)) = 0. In solving the simplest variational problem in order to obtain the Euler-
Lagrange equation, if we use h(a(a)) — 0, we get 
/ y\ yA) - La (t, y°,yA)}h°(t)At 
Ja{a) 
+{(a2(6) - o{b))V{o{b),y{o2{b)):yA{o{b))) + 
Lyz(a(b),y(a2(b)),yA(a(b)))}h(a2(b)) = 0 
for all h G C1[cr(a), cr2 (6)] . The conclusion of the theorem follows easily. • 





where y G C2[a, cr2(6)] and y(o2(b)) — B, has a local extremum at y(t), then y(t) satisfies 
the Euler-Lagrange equation for t G [o(a), o2(b)]k, y(o2(b)) — B and y(t) satisfies the 
condition 
V (o-(a), y(a2(a)), yA(a(a))) = 0 (2.1.4) 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, J^h] = 0 for all h G C^oia), a2(b)} with 
h{o2{b)) — 0. In solving the simplest variational problem in order to obtain the Euler-




- V {a(a),y(o2(a)),yA(a(a))) h(o(a)) = 0 
for all h G C1[o(a), o2(b)}. The conclusion of the theorem follows easily. • 
Theorem 2.1.4. If y(t) is a local extremum of J[y] where y G C2 \a,a2(b)}, then y(t) 
satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation fort G [c(a), o2(b)}k and the following conditions 
V {v(a),y(o2(a)),yA(o(a))) = 0 
0 i 2 ( b ) - o ( b ) ) L r {o(b),y(a2(b)),yA(o(b))) + Ly. {o(b), y(a2(b)), yA(o(b))) = 0 
which are (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) in Theorems 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. 
19 
2.2 Calculus of Variations with the V Operator 
The following lemma is crucial to the proof of the main theorems that build the 
theory of Calculus of Variations with the nabla operator. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let f be a continuous faction on [a, b], if 
b 
f{t)g{t)Vt = 0 
for every function g{t) G C/d[a, b] with g(a) = g(b) = 0, then / ( f ) = Ofor t £ [a, 
Proof. Assume to the contrary, there exists t0 G [a, 6]" s.t. f(t0) > 0, 
Case 1.) t0 is left scattered, choose g(t0) = 1 and g(t) — 0 otherwise, then 
f ° f(t)g{t)Vt = (t0 - p{t0))f(t0)g{tQ) = {t0 - p(tQ))f{t0) > 0. 
Case 2.) t0 is left dense, then by continuity of / there exists S > 0 s.t. f(t) > 0 on 
(to - S, t0]- Then define g{t) = (t - (t0 - S))(t0 - t) for t <E {t0 - 5, t0) and g(t) = 0 
otherwise. Then we have 
f ° f(t)g(t)Vt= r (t-{tQ-6))(tQ-t)f(t)Vt>0. 
Jto-S J to—5 
Case 3.) If to = a and to G [a, b]* then to must be a right dense point. Again by continuity 
of / , there exists 5 > 0 s.t. f(t) > 0 on [a, a + 5). Define g(t) = (t — a)(a + 5 - t) for 
t G (a, a + 5) and g(t) — 0 otherwise. Then 
ra+5 pa+5 
/ f(t)g(t)Vt= / {(a + 5)-t){t-a)f(t)Vt> 0. 
J a J a 
L 
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Case 4.) If t0 = b and to G [a, then t0 must be a left dense point. Then by continuity 
of / , there exists 5 > 0 s.t. f{t) > 0 on {b - 5, b}. Define g(t) = (t - {b - 6)){b - t) for 
te(b-S, 6). Then 
f f(t)g(t)Vt= f ( t - ( 6 - < * ) ) ( & - t ) / ( t ) V t > 0 
Jb-6 Jb—6 
which is a contradiction. So we have /(£) = 0 on [a, &]*. • 
The following Theorems were obtained by Atici, Biles, and Lebedinsky in the paper [2]. 
Theorem 2.2.1. (Euler's Necessary Condition) If a function y(t) provides a local ex-
tremum to the functional 
rp[t>) 
J[y]= / L{t,y(p(t)),yv(t))Vt 
where y G C2 [p2(a), p(b)} and y(p2(a)) = A, y(p(b)) = B, then y must satisfy the Euler-
Lagrange equation 
LyP {t,y",yW) - V (t,yf,yv)= 0 
forte\p{a),b]Z. 
Proof. Assume that L(t, u, v) is a class C2 function of (u, v) for each t G [p2(a), p(b)} C T. 
Let y G Cl[p2{a), p{b)} with y{p2{a)) - A, y{p{b)) = B, where 
C V ( a ) , p{b)} = {y : {p2(a), p(b)} -> R | y v is continuous on [p2{a), p{b)} J . 
The simplest variational problem is to extremize (maximize or minimize) 
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Mb) 




If 2/0 £ Cl[p2(a), p(b)} minimizes (or maximizes) the variation problem if 
J[yo\ < J[y} 
for all y e Cl\p2(a), p(b)]. Then J is said to have a local minimum (or maximum) at y0 
provided that there is a 8 > 0 such that 
J[yo] < M 
for all y e C1[/92(a), p(b)] with || y - y0 ||< 5. Here consider the norm to be 
II y ||= max \y(t)\ + max |yV(t)l-
«e[p3(<x),p(b)]K te[p2(o),p(())]K 
Now let h : [p2{a), p(b)} —> M be any admissible variation, i.e., h G C1[p2(a), p(b)} with 
h(p2{a)) = h(p(b)) — 0. Assume that this variational problem has a local extremum at y. 
Then define 
¥>(e) := J{y(t) + eh(t)}, 
where —oo < e < oo. Since <p has a local extremum at e = 0, we have that 
<p'( 0) = 0 
and 
^"(0) > 0 (< 0) 
in the local minimum (maximum) case. Now consider 
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fP(b) 




Differentiating with respect to e, we have 
rP(b) d 
<p'(e) = I y(p(t)) + eh(p(t)), yv(t) + thv (t))Vt 
Jp2(a) at 
fP(b) 
= / {Lu(t,y(p(t)) + eh(p(t)))yv(t) + ehv(t))h(p(t)) 
Jp2(a) 
+Lv(t,y(p(t)) + eh(p(t)),yV(t) + ehv (t))hv (t)}Vt 
Hence we obtain 
rp(b) 
J pi (a) 
The Integral 
rp(b) 
/ {£„,(«, y", yv) / ip + V (t, y v ) / i v } V t 
•V(a) 
gives the first variation of J[y], denoted by Ji[/i], So a necessary condition for y(/.) to be a 




for all h <E Cl[f?{a), p{b)] with h(p2(a)) = h(p(b)) = 0. Then using the properties of 
V-integration, we have 
Mb) 
rpib) 
Ji[/ i]= / {Lyf,{ty{t),yv{tW{t) + Lyv(t,y»(t),y'*(t))hX7(t)}Vt = 0 
Jp2(a) 
i-PW 
Ji[h] = / {LyP(t,yr,yv)he + Lyv{ty,yv)hv}Vt 
Jpia) 
fP(b) 












+ (p(a) ~ P2(a))Lyv(p(a), z/O^a)), y^ (p(a)))h^ (p(a)) 





Jx[h} = / {LyP(t:yp,yv)hp + Lyv(t,yp,yv)hv}Vt 
J Ma.) 
Then integration by parts gives 
rp(b) 
I LyP(t, yp, yv)hpVt + (Lyvh)(p(b)) - (Lyvh){p{a)) 
lp(a) 
Mb) 
- L^(t,yp,yw)hpWt + (Lyvh)(p(a)) 
Jp{a) 
fP(b) 
= / {Lyp[ty^)hp - LvyV{ty^)hp}^t. 
Jp{a) 
Again, using the properties of V-integration 
rb 
'p(b) 
this implies that 
rb 
'p(a) 
f " {LyP(t,yp,yv) - L^(t,yp,yV)}hpVt = (p(b) - b)({LyP - L^}h)(p(b)) = 0 
J Mti) 
f " {LyP(t)yp,yv) - L^(t,yp,yv)}hpVt = 0 
J (a) 
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for all h e C2[p2(a), p(b)\ with h(p2(a)) = h(p(b)) = 0. The necessary condition for J[y\ 
to have an extremum for y = y(t) is that 




for all admissible h. According to Lemma 2.2.1, (2.2.1) implies that 
M * > ! / P . y V ) - ^ v ( t , 2 / p , y v ) = 0 (2-2.2) 
a result known as an Euler-Lagrange equation. • 
In the development of Theorem 2.2.1, if the initial setup is relaxed such that one or even 
both of the boundary conditions are not given then the following Theorems can be obtained. 




where y £ C2[p2(a), p(b)] and y(p2(a)) = A, has a local extremum at y(t), then y(t) 
satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation fort £ [p2(a),b}k , y(p2(a)) = A, and y(t) satisfies 
the condition 
Ly, {p(b)Mp2(b)),y^(p(b))) = 0. (2.2.3) 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 J^h] = 0 for all h £ Cl[p2{a), p{b)} with 
h(p2(a)) = 0. In solving the simplest variational problem in order to obtain the Euler-
Lagrange equation, if we use h(p2(a)) = 0, the following is obtained 
fP(b) 
/ {LyP(t,y(p(t)),y^(t)) - L^(t,y(p(t)),yvmHp(mt 
Jp(a) 
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+V {p(b),y(p2(b)),yv(p(b)))h(p2(b)) = 0 
for all h e C1[p2(a), /»(6)]. The conclusion of the theorem follows easily. • 
Theorem 2.2.3. If 
J[y}= / L(t,y(p(t)),yv(t))Vt, 
V W 
where y 6 C2[/92(a), p(b)} and y(p(b)) = B, has a local extremum at y(t), then y(t) 
satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation for t e [p2(a),b]k , y(p(b)) = B, and y(t) satisfies 
the condition 
(p(a) - p2{a))LyP (p(a),y(p2(a)),yv(p(a))) + Lyv (p(a), y{p2{a)\yv{p{a))) = 0. 
(2.2.4) 
Proof, t As in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 J^h] = 0 for all h € Cl[p2{a), p(b)} with 
h(p{b)) — 0. In solving the simplest variational problem in order to obtain the Euler-
Lagrange equation, if we use h(p(b)) — 0, the following is obtained 
fP(b) 
/ {Lr(t,y(p(t)))y*(t)) - L^(tMp(t)),yVmh(p(Wt 
Jp(a) 
+{(p(a) - p2{a))LyP (p(a), y(p2(a)), y v (p(a) ) ) + 
V {p(a),y(p2(a)),yV(p(a)))}h(p2(b)) = 0 
for all h, E C1[p2(a), p(b)}. The conclusion of the theorem follows easily. • 
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Theorem 2.2.4. If y{t) is a local extremum of J[y\ where y € C2[p2(a), p{b)], then y(t) 
satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation for t 6 [p2(a),b]k and the following conditions 
Lyv (p(b),y(p2(b)),yv(p(b)))=0 
(p(a) - p2(a))LyP (p(a), y(p2(a)), y v (p(a) ) ) + Lyv (p(a), y(p2(a)), yv(/>(a))) = 0 
which are (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) in Theorems 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 
2.3 Future Developments 
A few notes on work that needs to be accomplished in order to help refine the Calcu-
lus of Variations on time scales. First try to redefine the A and V versions of the theory in 
order to develop other forms that the functional may take so that the theory can be applied 
more broadly to other models that cannot be written in the form of the functional that cur-
rently exists. The next step would be to find an application of the Double Integral Calculus 
of Variations, which is written with the A operator, found in [9], and also develop the free 




In this chapter, we will study the Ramsey model attained from [6] which determines 
the behavior of saving/consumption as the result of optimal intertemporal choices by indi-
vidual households. Before writing the model on time scales we will present its discrete and 
continuous versions so that one can see how the time scale model unifies its discrete and 
continuous counterparts. 
Discrete Model: We want to maximize the Ramsey model which is, 
t=o 
subject to initial wealth W0 that can always be invested for an exogeneously-given certain 
rate of yield r; or subject to the constraint, 
T - 1 
Max +p)-t[/[Ct], 
or 




where the quantities are defined as 
Ct consumption 
p discount rate 
Ut instantaneous utility function 
Wt production function. 
The Euler-Lagrange equation for the discrete model is as follows, 
r
-Z£u'[C(t)] + *[U,[C(t)]] = 0. 
1 + r 
Continuous Model: We want to maximize the Ramsey model which is, 
Max [ e~ptU[C(t)]dt, 
J o 
subject to, 
C(t) = r\V{t) - W'{t) 
or, 
Max[w[t)] [T e~ptU[rW(t) - W'{t)}dt. Jo 
The Euler-Lagrange equation then becomes, 
(r-p)U'[C(t)] + [U'[C(t)}y = 0. 
We will now develop two formulations of the time scale Ramsey model, in order to employ 
both the nabla and delta calculus of variations. 
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3.1 The Ramsey Model with the V Derivative 
Consider the constraint for the continuous case, 
C(t) = rW(t) - W'(t) 
which can be written as follows by factoring out — e r t , 
C(t) = -ert{-re~rtW{t) + e~rtW'{t)}. 
The previous equation can be obtained by taking the indicated derivative with respect to t 
in the following: 
C(t) = -eri[e-rtW(t)}'. (3.1.1) 
Now consider the discrete constraint, 
Ct-l = 
Wt 
1 + r' 
which can be rewritten as follows by factoring out —(1 + r)t \ 
Wt Wt-i Ct-\ = —(1 + r) t-1 (1 + r)4 (1 + r)1"1 
The previous equation can be obtained by taking the indicated difference with the respect 
to t in the following, 
Wt Ct-i = —(1 + r) V (3.1.2) 
.(1 + r)\ 
Using the new formulations (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) of the continuous and discrete constraint, 
a generalization can be made in order to develop the time scale constraint with the nabla 
operator, which is as follows, 
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C(p(t)) = - \e-r(p(t), O F ' [e-r(t, 0)W(t)] v . 
Then by taking the nabla derivative of [e_r(i, O)W(i)] the following is obtained, 
C(p(t)) = -[e.r(p(t), 0)]"1 [eYr(t,0)W(p(f)) + e_r(f,0)^v(t)] 
= - [(1 + i / M O M t . O ) ] - 1 [ - r - e _ r ( t , 0 ) ^ ( p ( t ) ) + e - r M ) W v ( f ) ] . 
Then by distributing through by - [(1 + i>(t)r)e-r(t, O)]-1 the constraint for the nabla ver-
sion of the Ramsey model is obtained, 
1
 + V(t)r~ l + v(ty 






1 + u{t)r l + v{t)r_ 
Note that this model includes the discrete and continuous models as special cases. First 
let's derive the Euler-Lagrange equation using Theorem 2.2.1 in Chapter 2. In this model, 





l + v{t)r l + v{t)r 
rW(p(t)) _ Wv{t) 
1 + u{t)r 1 + u{t)r 
1 + v{t)r 
1 
1 + v{t)r = 0. 
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Then by substituting C{p(t)) in for ' ffffiff " £ t h e following is obtained, 
e^(p(t),0)U'(C{pm + e^p(p(t),0)U'(C(p(t))) 
,1 + v{t)r, 
Then using the product rule the previous equation becomes 
1 + u{t)r = 0. 
^p(p(t),0)U> (C(p(t))) 1 + v{t)r + e_p(p(p(t)),0) r ^ H T T ^ 
+ e Y > ( t ) , 0 )U'(C(p(t))) 1 
1 + u(t)r = 0. 
Then by taking the nabla derivative of the nabla exponential and reducing S-P(p(p(t)), 0) 
the above equation becomes 
1 
e.p(p(t),0)U'(C(p(t))) [ l ^ t y ) -Ve-Mtim'{C{p{t))) 
+(l + v(p(t))p)e-p(p(t),0) U'(C(p(t))) 
1 
1 + v{t)r 
v 
= 0. 
Then dividing through by e_p(p(<), 0) yields 
U'(C(p(t))) 
1 + v{t)r 
+U'(C(p(t))) 
(1 + i>(p(t))p) 
- P 
1 + v{t)r 
U'(C(p(t))) 
= 0, 
1 + i/(t)r 
which is the same as 
U' (C(p{t))) 1 
Then assume that a(t) — 
1 + u(t)r 
1 
p — r 
-u'(c(Pm-(l + v(t)r)(l + v(p(t))p) 
is nabla differentiable (note that u(t) is not nabla 
1 + v(t)r 
differentiable in general), then again using the product rule the following is obtained 
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A(p(t)) [U' (C(p(t)))F + *V(t) [U> (C(p(tm =
 {L + u{t)r){ir+v{p{t))p)U' 
which is the same as 
\n> frf (P~r- av(t)( 1 + u(t)r){ 1 + v{p{t))p)\ ,
 ( r ( n ( . ^ 
Then by substituting , , . , in for a(p(t)) and rearranging the following is obtained 
1 + v{p(t))r 
[V {C{p{t)))]v
 = ( { p - r - av(t)( 1 + u(t)r)( 1 + v(p{t))p)) (1 + v{p(t))r)\ 
U'(C(p(t))) ^ (l + v(t)r)(l + v(p(t))p) J 
fortelp2(0),p2(T)]«. 
3.2 The Ramsey Model with the A Derivative 
Consider the constraint for the continuous case, 
C(t) = rW{t) - W'(t) 
which can be written as follows by factoring out —eri, 
C(t) = -ert[-re~rtW{t) + e~HW'{t)}. 
The previous can be obtained by taking the indicated derivative with respect to t in the 
following, 
C(t) = -ert[e~rtW(t)]'. (3.2.1) 
Now consider the discrete constraint, 
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Ct = W t -
Wt t+1 
1 + r' 
which can be rewritten as follows by factoring out — (1 + r)f , 
Ct = -(l + r) t-i 
W, t+i Wt 
. ( l + r)4 (1 + r ) t _ 1 
The previous can be obtained by taking the indicated difference with the respect to t in the 
following, 
Wt Ct = -(l + r f ^ A (3.2.2) 
_(1 + r ) t - i 
Using the two new formulations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), of the continuous and discrete con-
straint, a generalization can be made in order to develop the time scale constraint with the 
delta operator, which is as follows, 
C(t) = ~{^r{p{t),0)}-1[e-r(p{t),0)w{t)}A. 
Then by taking the delta derivative of [e^r(p(t), 0)w(t)}A the following is obtained, 
C(4) = -[e_r(^),0)]-1h —r -e_ r(p(t), 0 )WW*)) + Z - M t ) , 0)W*(t)]. ll + p{p(t))r 
Then by distributing through by —[e_r (/?(£), 0)]_ 1 the constraint for the delta version of the 
Ramsey model is obtained, 
C(t) = [- :W(a(t)) - WA(t)}. ll + p(p(t))r 
The Ramsey Model with the Delta Derivative: The Ramsey model with the delta deriva-
tive is, 
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Max[H/(t)] / e-p(t,0)U 
J o 
-W(a{t))-WA{t) At. [1 + p(p(t))r 
Note that this model includes the discrete and continuous model as special cases. First we 
derive the Euler-Lagrange equation using Theorem 2.1.1 in Chapter 2. In this model, 
r W
° - w 
so we obtain the following Euler-Lagrange equation 
rWa 
e-P{t,0)U' 1 + p{p(t))r W
L 
1 + p(p(t))r 
- p M r ( j ^ k - w = 0. 
Then by substituting C{t) in for i+^{p(t)yW(a(t)) - WA(t) the following is obtained 
e.p(t,0)U'(C(t)) 1 + p(p(t))r 
Then using the product rule the previous equation becomes 
+ [e_PM)t/' (C(t))]A = 0. 
e_p(t,0)E/' (C(t)) e%(t, 0)U' (C(t)) + e-p(a(t), 0) \U' (C(i))]A = 0. 
.1 + M t ) ) r , 
Then by taking the delta derivative of the nabla exponential and reducing e_p(cr(t), 0) the 
above equation becomes 
e _ P M ) f / ' (C(i)) P 1 +p(p{t))rj 1 + p(t)p e_p(f,0)C/'(C(t)) 
+ 
1 
1 + v{u{t))p e_p(t, 0) [ t / ' ( a ( t ) ) ]
A
- o . 
Then by dividing through by e_p(£, 0) yields 
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u
' f T X T T T ^ r ) - T T ^ T T T ^ ' ^ + i + I W = \l + p{p{t))rj 1 + fi{t)p 1 + v{a(t))p 
which is the same as 
1
 [ u x m r = l + v(a(t))pl W/J {l + p(p(t))r)(l + p{t)p) 
Then by multiplying through by 1 + u(a(t))p and simplifying the following is obtained 
\u\cmf = ~r) + Wrt ^V[°{t))v)v'm)). (1 +/x( t)r)( l + p{t)p) 
which can be written as follows 
[U'(C(t))]A ._ ((P ~ r) + (p(p(t)) - ^ W ) p r ) ( l + v(a(t))p) 
U'(C(t)) (l
 + /x(t)r)(l + Mi)p) 
f o r t e 
3.3 A Comparison of the Two Solutions of the Ramsey 
Model 
The first comparison of the two solutions obtained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 will be 
made where T = R. The solution obtained from the Ramsey model with the nabla deriva-
tive is 
[U'(C(p(tmV
 = ( i p - r - a V ( t ) ( l + v(t)r)( 1 + u(p(t))p)) (1 + v{p{t))r)\ 
U'(C(p(t))) ^ (1 + i/(t)r)(l + v(p{t))p) ) 
then taking the time scale to be T = E the previous becomes 
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v ' ( c m ' _
 v r 
U'(C(t)) p 
for t e [0, T}. The solution obtained from the Ramsey model with the delta derivative is, 
[U'(C(t))]A _ ((p - r) + (p(p(t)) - p(t))pr)( 1 + v(a(t))p) 
U'(C(t)) (1 + ^(£)r)(l + p{t)p) 
then taking the time scale to be T = R the previous becomes 
i u ' ( c m ' .
 v r 
U'(C(t)) p • 
for t <E [0, T). So when T = R the two solutions obtained using the nabla and delta calculus 
of variations are the same. It is also worth noting that the before mentioned solutions are 
also the same as the optimized solution obtained from the continuous model using the 
regular calculus of variations, given in section 3.1. The next comparison will be made 
where T = hZ. The solution to the Ramsey model with the nabla derivative on T = hZ is 
as follows 
V[U'(C(p(tm _ P-r 
U'(C(p(t))) 1 + hp 
Then by taking the indicated backward difference the following is obtained 
u'(c(Pm-u'(c(p(p(tm h P ' 
U'(C(P(t))) 1 + hp 
which is the same as 
—h(p — r) 
m p w » ) ) =
 L l + k p 
which yields the following recursive relation 
+ 1 U'(C(p(t))), 
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U'(C{p(t))) = \ ^ U ' ( C ( P ( P m ) 
for t £ [—T — The solution to the Ramsey model with the delta derivative on T = hZ 
is as follows 
A [U'(C(t))\ p-r 
U'{C{t)) 1 + hr' 
Then by taking the indicated difference the following is obtained 
U'(C(a(t)))-U'(C(t)) 
h _ P ' 
U'(C(t)) 1 + hp 
which is the same as 
h(p — r) 
v(cwm
 1 + h r 
which yields the following recursive relation 
1 U'C(t), 
U'{C{cm = i±^C/'(C(t)) 
for t G — It is worth noting that the recursive relations obtained from the two 
optimization methods are the same but are defined on two separate intervals of the time 
scale hZ. 
Chapter 4 
Model of Adjustment 
In this chapter, we will form an adjustment model with the A derivative on time 
scales. The adjustment model, attained from [13], unlike the Ramsey model does not have 
a functional that matches the theory when formulated with the V derivative and therefore 
can only be optimized using the Calculus of variations with the A operator. The adjustment 
model will first be solved using the assumption that the boundary conditions are known 
to be the values given by the target function at the endpoints and again solved with the 
assumption that nothing is known about the boundary conditions. 
The Discrete Model: We want to minimize the dynamic model of adjustment which is, 
T 
X V [ a ( y ( * ) - y ( i ) ) 2 + (2 / (* ) -y (« -1 ) ) 2 ] . 
t=l 
where y(t) is the output state variable, r > 1 is the exogeneous rate of discount, and y is 
the desired target level (which for the purposes of this paper we will consider three cases 
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which are y is constant, linear, and exponential) and T is the horizon. The first component 
of the loss function above is the disequilibrium cost due to deviations from the desired 
target and the second component characterizes the agent's aversion to output fluctuations. 
The Euler-Lagrange equation for the discrete model is as follows, 
ry{t + 1) - (r + a + l)y(t) + y(t - 1) + ay(t) = 0. 
The Continuous Model: We want to minimize the dynamic model of adjustment which 
is, 
[T e^[a(y(t) -y(t))2 + (y'(t))2]dt. 
Jo 
The Euler-Lagrange equation becomes 
y"{t) + (r - 1 )y'{t) - ay{t) + ay{t) = 0. 
4.1 Model of Adjustment with the A Operator 
The Time Scales Model: The time scales model which we wish to minimize is 
rp(T) 
/ e ( r _ 1 ) (aW,0) [a (y(a ( f ) ) -y ( f 7( f ) ) ) 2 + (yA(f))2]At. 
Jo 
Note that this model includes the discrete and continuous models as special cases. First we 
derive the Euler-Lagrange equation using Theorem 2.1.1 in Chapter 2. In this model, 
L( t ,y (a ( f ) ) ,y A W) = e ( r_1)(a(f),0)[a(y(«T(f))-y(c7(t)))2 + yAW) 2 ] 
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so we obtain the following Euler-Lagrange equation 
e ( r _ 1 ) ( a ( i ) , 0 ) [ 2 a ( y ( a ( t ) ) - y ( a ( 0 ) ] - 2 [ e ( r _ 1 ) ( a ( i ) I 0 ) ] V ( ^ W ) 
-2e ( r _ 1 ) ( aW,0)y A A ( i ) = 0. 
Then using the property — (v — l)e(r_i)(cr(t)) for the exponential function 
e(r_!) we have 
e ( r _D(a( t ) , 0){2a(y(a(t)) - y(a(t))} - 2(r - 1 )[e(r_1)(cr(t)) 0)yA(a(i)) 
—2e(r_i)(cr(t), 0)yA A(i) = 0. 
Then by dividing through the previous equation by —2e(r_i)(cr(t), 0) we obtain 
yAA(t) + (r- l)yA(a(t))) - ay(a(t)) + ay(a(t)) = 0, 
which has no closed solution in the literature. For further examination of this model con-
sider the time scale where p{t) = h is a constant. Now rearranging the Euler-Lagrange 
equation using the property f{a(t)) = (a(t) - t ) f A ( t ) + f ( t ) the following is obtained 
yAA{t) + (r - 1) [yA(t) + p(t)yAA] - a [y(t) + p{i)yA{t)} + a [y(t) + p(t)yA(t)] = 0 
which simplifies to, 
[1 + p(t)(r - 1)] yAA(t) + [r - 1 - ap(t)} yA(t) - ay(t) + a [y(t) + p(t)yA(t)} = 0. 
Then, by substituting fi(t) = h and rearranging, the following is
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[1 + h(r - 1)] yAA(t) + [r-l-ah} yA(t) - ay(t) + a [y{t) + hyA(t)] = 0 
which then by dividing through the previous equation by 1 + hir — 1) the equation becomes 
r — 1 — ah 
yAA{t) + 1 + hr -h 
A , N a / x a 
yA(t) - T1-Tr-riM + 1 + hr-h 1 + hr -h [y{t) + hy
A(t)] = 0. 
The previous is a non-homogeneous equation, so we will first need to solve the homoge-
neous equation, 
yAA(t) + 
r — 1 — ah 
1 + hr - h y
A(t) -
a 
1 + hr - h 
y(t) = 0 
which has the following characteristic equation, 
A + 
r — 1 — ah 
1 + hr -h 
a 
1 + hr - h 
= 0. 
The solutions to the characteristic equation are 
A i = [ 1+hr—/i] \ [ 
r—l—ah 
1+hr-h A 3 ^ 1+hr—h 
and 
A 2 = 
["r —1 —q/tl 
il+hr-hi 
r—l—ah. 
1 + hr-h + 4
 2 T
 1+hr—h 
So the general solution to the homogeneous equation is 
y(t) = c1exi(tt0) + c2ex3{t,0), 
were eQ(t,to) — (1 + ah)(i~t°^h for T = hZ. Then variation of parameters is used to 
obtain the particular solution to the non-homogeneous equation, which will be of the form 
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y(t) = C1{t)eXl(t,0) + C2(t)eXa(t,0), 
where Ci(£) and C2(i) are functions that satisfy the following system of equations, 
0 e x M t ) , 0) eAa(o-(i),0) 
_ AieAl(<r(i),0) A2eA2(a(i),0) 
ct(t) 








the following is obtained, 
A2eA2(a(t),0) -eA 2(a(£),0) 
- A i e A l ( a ( t ) , 0 ) eA l(a(t), 0) 
- I T f ^ i m + hy^t)} 
were = W a (eAl(t,0), eAa(t, 0)) (<). Which implies that, 
C?{t) = 
W°(eXl(t,0),eX2(t,0)){t) 
( e A l M ) , e A 2 M ) ) ( t ) 
Then, since eAl(i, 0) and e\2(t, 0) are both differentiable, the Wronskian is given by 
VT(eAlM),eA2M))(t) = (\2~\1)eXl(BX2((7(t),0). 
Then by substituting the previous expression into CA(t) and C2(t) we obtain, 
1 1 J
 (A 2 -A 1 )e A i e A 2 (a ( t ) ,0 ) 
2 U
 (A2-A1)eA l f f i A 2(a(i) !0) 
which simplifies to, 
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-tA Y ^ [ W ) + h y A ( t ) } C?(t) = (A2-Ai)eA l((r(t) )0) 
( A 2 - A i K ( a { t ) , 0 ) 
Now consider the three target functions, 
y(t) = constant — 0 
y(t) — linear = vt + 0 
y(t) — exponential = ep(t, 0) 
4.2 Constant Target Function 




(A 2-A 1)eA 1(a(f) ,0) 
Au\ — 1+hr—h C?(t ) = 
5
— 0 1 -Lh.r-h^ 
(A 2 -A 1 )eA a ( f f ( t ) ,0) 




Ai(A2 — Aj)eAl(f, 0) 
— - — 0 
C2{t) = 1+hT~h • A2(A2 - Ai)e;\2(f, 0)' 
Then the particular solution is 
y{t) = CieA l(t , 0) + C2eX2{t, 0) + Ci(t)eA l(t , 0) + C2{t)eX2(t, 0) 
fi 14- hr-h.fi 1+hr-hr . 1+hr-h y(t) = C i e A l (t, 0) + C2eA2 (t, 0) + ^ . + A i ( A 2 - A i ) A 2 ( A 2 — A x ) 
y(t) = C1eXl(t,0) + C2eX2{t,0) + 
-a/3 
XxX2(l + hr - h)' 
Assuming that the boundary conditions are given by the values of the target function 
at the endpoints we have that y(0) = f3 and y(p(T)) = /?. In figure 4.1 a series of graphs 
are shown to illustrate the optimized particular solution. The first three graphs are found 
taking the time scales to be such that p(t) = 1, 0.5, and 0.001 for all t € T. The fourth 
graph illustrates the optimal solution for a mixed time scale where T = {[0,6) fl h\Z} U 
{[6,14) n h2Z} U {[14, 30] fl h3Z} where hx = 1, h2 = 0.5, and h3 = 0.001. Note that for 
all four graphs j3 = 1.75, a = 4, T = 30, and r — 1.9, which are arbitrarily chosen. 
10 IS 25 30 0 10 15 20 25 30 
Figure 4.1: Optimized Solutions for Constant Target Function with Fixed Endpoints. 
Assuming that the boundary conditions are not given, Theorems 2.1.2.-2.1.4. 
give that the boundary conditions are yA(0) = 0 and yA(p2(T)) = ha[y(p{T)) -y(p(T))]. 
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In figure 4.2 a series of graphs are shown to illustrate the optimized particular solution 
obtained using the free boundary conditions. The first three graphs are found taking the 
time scales to be such that n{t) = 1, 0.5, and 0.001 for all t e T. The fourth graph 
illustrates a mixed time scale where T = {[0, 6) n hiZ} U {[6,14) D h2Z} U {[14, 30] n h3Z} 
where hi — 1, h2 = 0.5, and h3 — 0.001. Note that for all four graphs (3 — 1.75, a — 4, 
T = 30, and r — 1.9, which are arbitrarily chosen. 
ft S 10 IS 20 25 JO ft 5 10 IS 20 25 50 
Figure 4.2: Optimized Solutions for Constant Target Function with Free Endpoints. 
The graphs generated for section 4.2 were created using Mathematica, the code 
used to solve for C\ and C2 and graph the optimized solution can be found in Appendix 
(A.2). 
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4.3 Linear Target Function 
Let y(t) = vt + ,3, then Cx(t) and C2(t) simplify to 
cHt) = ( A 2 - A!)eAl((T(t),0) 
C 2 A ( t ) (A2 - Ai)eAa(o-(t),0) 
then by integrating both sides of CA(t) and C2(t) the following is obtained 
l+hr-h(vt + (3) , - ^ ( l + hX^v C ( t ) — l+Hr-h. v ' • ' . 
U ;
 ~ A 1 (A 2 -A 1 )eA l ( f ,0) ^ A?(A2-A1)eA l( t ,0) 
C 2 ( i ) = 
A 2 (A 2 - Ai)eAj(t,0) A2(A2 - Xx)ex2{t,0y 
Then the particular solution is, 
y{t) = CieAl (i, 0) + C2eA2(t, 0) + Ci(i)eAl (t, 0) + C2(f K { t , 0) 
y{t) = CieA l(i )0) + C2eAa(t,0) + Ai(A2 — Ai) Aj(A2 — Ai) 
A2(A2 — Ai) A2(A2 — Ai) 
Assuming the boundary conditions are given by the values of the target function 
at the endpoints we have that y(0) = (3 and y(p(T)) — v(p(T)) + (3. In figure 4.3 a 
series of graphs are shown to illustrate the optimized particular solution. The first three 
graphs are found taking the time scales to be such that p(t) = 1, 0.5, and 0.001 for all 
f £ T, The fourth graph illustrates the optimal solution for a mixed time scale where 
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T = {[0, 6) n hxZ] U {[6,14) n h2Z} U {[14, 30] n h3Z} where hx = 1, h2 = 0.5, and 
h3 = 0.001. Note that for all four graphs v = 4, /3 = 0.25, a = 4, T = 30, and r = 1.9, 
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Figure 4.3: Optimized Solutions for Linear Target Function with Fixed Endpoints. 
Assuming that the boundary conditions are not given, Theorems 2.1.2.-2.1.4. 
give that the boundary conditions are yA(0) = 0 and yA(p2(T)) = ha[y(p(T))-y(p(T))]. 
In figure 4.4 a series of graphs are shown to illustrate the optimized particular solution. 
The first three graphs are found taking the time scales to be such that p(t) = 1, 0.5, 
and 0.001 for all f e T. The fourth graph illustrates a mixed time scale where T = 
{[0,6)n/iiZ}u{[6,14)n/i2Z}U{[14,30]n/i3Z} where hx = 1, h2 = 0.5, and h3 = 0.001. 
Note that for all four graphs v = 4, /? = 0.25, a = 4, T = 30, and r = 1.9. 
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The graphs generated for section 4.3 were created using Mathematica, the code 
used to solve for C\ and C2 and graph the optimized solution can be found in Appendix 
(A.3). 
4.4 Exponential Target Function 
Let y(t) = e0{t, 0) then Cf{t) and C2A(f) simplify to, 
C A ( i ) (A 2 -Ai)e A l (a( t ) ,0 ) 
(A2-A1)eA2( tT(i),0) 
then using the properties of the A-exponential the previous simplifies to the following 
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l(l + hf5) 
C?{t) = ' , / e ^ f t O ) (A2 — Alj(I + rtAlj 1 + hAi 
(A2 — Aij(l + h \ 2 ) 
then by integrating both sides of CA(t) and CA(f) the following is obtained 
T Z j T — + hp) 
(A2 - AiJ^p - AI) i+hA! 
(A2 — Ai)(p — A2) i+hA2 
Then the particular solution is, 
y{t) = CieAl(t, 0) + C2eA2(f, 0) + Ci(t)eAl(i, 0) + C2(t)eX2{t, 0) 
y(t) = C i e A l ( t ,0) + C2eA2(f,0) + ( ^ ^ M ) + ^ ^ e d ( t , 0 ) 
Assuming the boundary conditions are given by the values of the target function 
at the endpoints we have that y(0) = 1 and y(p(T)) = ep(p(T), 0). In figure 4.5 a series 
of graphs are shown to illustrate the optimized particular solution. The first three graphs 
are found taking the time scales to be such that p(t) = 1, 0.5, and 0.001 for all t £ T. The 
fourth graph illustrates the optimal solution for a mixed time scale where T = {[0, 6) fl 
hiZ} U {[6,14) n h2Z} U {[14,30] n h3Z} where hi = l,h2 = 0.5, and h3 = 0.001. Note 
that for all four graphs (5 — 0.25, a = 4, T = 30, and r = 1.9, which are arbitrarily chosen. 
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Figure 4.5: Optimized Solutions for Exponential Target Function with Fixed Endpoints. 
Assuming that the boundary conditions are not given, Theorems 2.1.2.-2.1.4. 
give that the boundary conditions are yA(0) = 0 and yA(p2(T)) = ha[y(p(T)) - y(p(T))}. 
In figure 4.6 a series of graphs are shown to illustrate the optimized particular solution. 
The first three graphs are found taking the time scales to be such that pit) = 1, 0.5, 
and 0.001 for all t G T. The fourth graph illustrates a mixed time scale where T = 
{[0,6)n/iiZ}U{[6,14)n/i2Z}U{[14,30]n/i3Z} where hx = 1 ,h2 = 0.5, and h3 = 0.001. 
Note that for all four graphs (3 = 0.25, a = 4, T = 30, and r = 1.9. 
The graphs generated for section 4.4 were created using Mathematica, the code 
used to solve for Ci and C'2 and graph the optimized solution can be found in Appendix 
(A.4). 
Chapter 5 
Stochastic Calculus on Time Scales 
Many processes such as the motion of a diffusing particle and the prices of stocks 
are often modeled by a stochastic process. In application most stochastic processes to date 
have used either a continuous sampling time or a discrete sampling time which is scaled to 
suite the occasion. Examples of these ideas can be seen in [1,10,11]. The goal of this work 
will be to introduce Brownian motion as a process that allows for stochastic modeling of 
events on any time scale. We will also begin to develop the Ito-Integral on time scales by 
presenting a form that works on any non-dense time scale. 
5.1 Brownian Motion Defined on Time Scales 




• (Independence of Increments) B(t) — B(s), for t > s, is independent of the past, that 
is of B(u), 0 < u < s, or of the cx-field generated by B[u), u < s, for all t,s,u G T. 
• (Normal Increments) For all t,s G T, B(t) — B(s) has a normal distribution with 
mean 0 and variance t — s. This implies that taking s = 0 that B(t) — B(0) has 
N(0, t) distribution, given that 0 G T. 
• (Continuity of Paths) B(t) is a continuous function of t. 
Remark 5.1.1. The existence of Brownian motion on time scales can be verified by con-
struction, but is much easier to note that I C R , and since Brownian Motion exists on M 
then it also exists on any subset of M and furthermore retains its original properties. 
5.1.1 Quadratic Variation of Brownian Motion on Time Scales 
The first thing we wish to do is to define a A partition of a set which can be obtained from 
[9]. 
Definition 5.1.2. Let 5 > 0 be given. A partition of maximum length <5 on the interval 
[a, b] fl T (where a, b G T, a < b) is defined by 
a — t0 < ti < ... < tn — b 
where U G T for i = 0,1,2, ...,n, and for each i — 1, 2,..., n either tt - t t_i < <5 or 
U - ti-i > 5 and p(U) = t ^ . 
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Remark 5.1.2. Every left scattered point is "eventually" in the sequence of partitions Pn, 
i.e. for all left scattered points t e T there exists N such that for all n > N, t e Pn. 
The following definition of Quadratic Variation of a stochastic process is obtained from 
[10]. 
Definition 5.1.3. (Quadratic Variation) Let F be a stochastic process on E. The quadratic 
variation of F : M —> R over the [0, t] is defined as follows. Let Pn be a sequence of 
partitions for which the maximum lengths 5n —> 0 as n —> oo. Then, the quadratic variation 
is given by 
[F, F}(t) = F2(0) + Zimn_00 ^ (F(U) - F(t^))2. 
i,ePn 
Now for a comparison we will look at the optional quadratic variation and the pre-
dictable quadratic variation, found in [1], defined on discrete time sets. 
Definition 5.1.4. Let F(n) be a stochastic process on N U {0}. 
• (Optional Quadratic Variation) The process defined by 
t 
[F,F}(t) = F2(0) + J 2 ( m - F ^ - I))2 
i= 1 
is called the optional quadratic variation of F on {0,1,..., n ) . 
• (Predictable Quadratic Variation) The predictable quadratic variation of F on {0,1,..., 
is defined by 
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t 
(.F, F)(t) = E\F\0)] + X; E[(F(i) - F{i - l))2|^-i] 
t=i 
where is the information given on the process up to the time i. 
Now consider the new definition below for the optional and predictable quadratic vari-
ation on any finite set. 
Definition 5.1.5. Let F be a finite time stochastic process, i.e. F takes values on a finite 
number of elements 0 = t0 < < ... < tn — t. 
• (Optional Quadratic Variation) The process defined by 
n 
i=i 
is called the optional quadratic variation of F. 
• (Predictable Quadratic Variation) The predictable quadratic variation of F is defined 
by 
n 
(F,F)(t) = E[F2(0)] + Y,E[(F(U) ~ FiU^m^J 
i=1 
where Ttz is the information given on the process up to the time t,. 
Remark 5.1.3. If we consider the set of partitions Pn to be the finite set that the optional and 
predictable quadratic variation is being defined on and take the limit as n —> oo then we get 
the following definition, which holds the definition of quadratic variation of a stochastic 
process on R as a subcase. 
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Definition 5.1.6. ((Optional) Quadratic Variation on Time Scales) Let 0, t € T with 0 < t 
be given. Let F be a stochastic process on T. The quadratic variation of F : T —> M over 
the [0, t] is defined as follows. Let Pn be a sequence of partitions for which the maximum 
lengths 5n —» 0 as n —> oo. Then, the quadratic variation is given by 
[F, F](t) = F2(0) + U r n Y , iF(U) - F(U.i))2. 
t,eP„ 
Definition 5.1.7. (Predictable Quadratic Variation on Time Scales) Let 0, t e T with 0 < t 
be given. Let F be a stochastic process on T. The predictable quadratic variation of 
F : T —> M over the [0, t] is defined as follows. Let Pn be a sequence of partitions for 
which the maximum lengths Sn —> 0 as n —> oo. Then, the predictable quadratic variation 
relative to the filtration T is given by 
(F, F){t) = E[F2{ 0)] + limn^ Y , E[(F{U) - F(t4_i))2 | - F t t J 
t,6Pn 
where Ttx is the information given on the process up to the time ti. 
Remark 5.1.4. When [0, £]flT = [0, f]nK then we have that the standard quadratic variation 
of F is the same as the optional quadratic variation of F. Also when the time scale has a 
finite number of elements in the interval [0. t] then the time scale quadratic variation of F 
is equal to the optional quadratic variation of F . 
For the convenience of the reader the following well-known theorem and its proof are 
given, 
Theorem 5.1.1. The quadratic variation of Brownian motion over [0, t] is t, when T = M. 
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Proof. The proof is given for a sequence of partitions Pn = {t™ = = 0,1, ...,2™} 
1 
which implies that 6n = maxi(t" - = —— we know that > Sn < oo. Then let 2n 1 
n 
rn = e w ) - m - 1))2 and notice that as n —> oo this converges to the quadratic 
i 
variation of Brownian motion. 




Var[Tn] = Var E(£(t?) - B(C-i))2 = E ^ ( B ( ^ ) " 
i i 
then using the fourth moment of the normal distribution the previous becomes 
- E " tf-i)2 ^  2 maxiW - = (2) 
i 
oo 
This implies then that ^ Var(Tn) < oo. The using the monotone convergence theorem 
7 1 = 1 
O O 
we find that E Tn — ETn)2 < oo. This implies that the series inside the expectation 
7 1 = 1 
converges almost surely. Hence its terms converge to zero, and Tn — ETn —> 0 almost 
surely. Consequently this shows that Tn —> t almost surely. (Note that this proof is done 
for a specific sequence of partitions but it can be shown to be true for any sequence of 
partitions which are successive refinements with the condition that 5n —> 0 as n —> oo) • 
Remark 5.1.5. The quadratic variation of Brownian motion on the interval [0, t] fl T for 
any given time scale T is not necessarily non-random. Consider T — Z and calculate the 
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quadratic variation of Brownian motion over the interval [0,1] and we see that [B, B}(1) is 
a random variable with expected value 1 and variance 2. 
Theorem 5.1.2. The quadratic variation of Brownian motion on the interval [0, t] H T is a 
random variable if there exists t £ [0, t] fl T such that p(i) < t. 
Proof. Assume that the interval [0, t] fl T has one left scattered point t and define the 
partitioning scheme where 5n — — t h e n since we know that t is left scattered then there 
is some <t — p(t). So t = f™ G Pn for all n > N. Then from the proof of quadratic 
variation on R we see that there is no change in (1) but (2) becomes 
Var(Tn) = J ] 2(t? - ^ - i ) 2 = E ~ + W ? ~ > " ^i-i)2 
and we know that Limn^ooTn —> [B, B](t) and that the Limn->ooE{Tn} —> t but Lirrin^ooVar[Tr 
2(r/(i))2 > 0 so the random variable Tn converges to a random variable (note the criteria 
for convergence to a non-random variable would be that Lirrin-^xVar[Tn] —> 0). • 
5.1.2 Properties of Brownian Motion on Time Scales 
Theorem 5.1.3. A Brownian motion on a time scale T is a Gaussian process with zero 
mean function, and covariance function min(t, s), where t, s G T. Conversely, a Gaussian 
process with zero mean function and covariance function min(t, s) is a Brownian motion. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is the same as the continuous case found in [13] with the 
additional assumption that t,s G T. • 
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5.2 The Ito-Integral on Non-Dense Time Scales 
The following definition of a discrete stochastic integral was obtained form [10]. 
Definition 5.2.1. The forward looking stochastic integral in discrete time of a process H 
with respect to a process S is defined by 
t - i (F)(H • S)t := H0S0 + £ Hn(Sn+1 - Sn). 
71 = 1 
Now consider the process H to be some (simple) random process X ( t ) and the process 
S to be Brownian motion. Then we have the following stochastic integral 
t - l £-1 (F)(X-B)t := X(0)B(0) + ^ 2 X(t)(B(t+l)-B(i)) = £ X(i)(B(i + l)-B(i)) 
i=i t=i 
(3) 
and say that (3) is the Ito-integral in discrete time of the process X ( t ) . 
Definition 5.2.2. The Ito-integral of any (simple) random process on any finite interval of 
a time scale [0, t] fl T, with the assumption that 0,i 6 T, is given by 
T X(t)AtB(t) = J2 X(ti)(B{a(U)) - B(ti)). 
J o
 tieilo.tjnT]" 
Now to illustrate the difference in the traditional Ito-integral of Brownian motion on the 
interval [0, T ) fl E which is known to be 
j\{t)dB{t)=l-B\t)-\T. 
We will calculate the finite time scale Ito-integral for any time scale such that [0, T] fl T 
is finite and such that 0 ,T e 1 First construct P n as previously discussed such that if 
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t € [0, T] n T then t G Pn. This would yield that Pn = {0 = t0 < tx < < tn = T} = 
[0, T] n T. Then the integral is 
fT B(t)AtB(t) = Y , B(U)(B(<T(ti)) - B(U)) 
0
 t,e[[o,T]nT]» 
n - 1 
= YB(U)(B(a(tl))-B(ti)) 
i=0 
then consider each summand 
B^lBiaiU)) - B(U)} = ^(B(ti)B{a(U)) - 2B2{U) + B2{a(U)) - B2(a(U))) = 
^ ( a i U ) ) - B\U) - (B(a(tO) - B(U))2) 
SO 
n—l
 1 n—1 - n—1 
Y Biumaiu)) - B{u)) = - Y ^ H U ) ) - B\u)) - - Y(B(v(U)) ~ B{U))2. 
1=0 i=0 1=0 
Note that the first sum is a telescoping series and the last sum is the time scale quadratic 
variation of Brownian motion, so we have that 
j* B{t)*Mt) = \B\t)-\[B,B]{T). 
Note that the time scale quadratic variation [B, B\(T) is a random variable whose expecta-
tion is T, but has some non-zero variance which is dependent upon the time scale T. 
5.3 Future Developments 
The further derivation of stochastic calculus on time scale is an extremely important 
task. Most of the modeling done in economics and in other fields are done with respect 
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to some stochastic process. After a more complete time scale theoretical development has 
been accomplished for stochastic calculus then the development of the theory of Stochastic 
Time Scale Calculus of Variations could begin which would allow for the optimization of 
many of the before mentioned models. To start this process a general time scale Ito-integral 
needs to be formulated, along with the surrounding theory. It would be significant if this 
theory could be developed for both the A and V operators, since as seen earlier there exist 
cases where one can only write a model in one form or the other. Another step will be to 
try to generate a full understanding of Brownian Motion and develop the definition of a 
Poisson process on time scales, as these are the more commonly used stochastic processes. 
Appendix A 
Mathematica Code 














r - l — a t h . / ( r - l - a » h . . / a \ 
L I • _ l + h « . r - h " ' * V V l + h « r - h / > " ^ l + h . r - h j 
' 2 
r-l-a.h [77- 1 - a . h N 2 . . / a \ 
r - l - a t h O S . ! ( r - l ~ a < . h 0 5 . . ( a T 
= l+hQS»i—hQ5 V \ l+hQS»r—h05 / t ^ l + h O S . r - h M ) 
2 
r - l - a « h 0 5 ) ( r - l - a « h 0 5 \ ' 2 . . ( a \ 
U A l + h Q S . r - h 0 5 V V 1 + h O S . r - h 0 5 ) l + h 0 5 . r - h D 5 ) l i t . -
 2 
r - l - a . h O I . / / r - l - a . h 0 1 . • / a \ 
= l+h01*i—hOl V V. l+h01«i—hOl / ^ \ I + h 0 1 . r - b 0 1 } 
r - l - a . h O l 
= l+h01*r—hOl 
I — 1 - a . h / / r - 1 - a . h O l \ 2 . a \ 
V I. 1 + h O l . r - h O l ) 1 + M I t - h O l / 
A.2 Code for Constant Target Function 
Constant Target Function for hX Time Scales with Fixed Boundary Conditions 
For h=l 
NBCell9h:=(l + hi * /i)A((T3 - h)/h) 
NBCe219h:=(l + h2 * 7i)A((T3 - h)/h) 
{ 1 1 NBCM1:= 
\ NBCell9h NBCe219h 
( —NBCD1 + bl \ 
BBCM1:= 




NBCGL1 :=Table[{(i - 1) * /i,NBCcLl * (1 + hi * h)A((i - 1) * h/h)+ 
NBCcL2 * (1 + h2 * hW(i - h) * h/h) + , {t,T3/fc}] 
NBCGL11 - ListPlot[NBCGLl, PlotRange -> { { -2 ,T3} , {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.8,0, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export[" ConstantLongFixedh 1 .eps ", NBGL11, " EPS " ] 
For h=.5 
vropon.— —a*bl 
XTRPD'? —a*bl h3*h4*(l+h05«)—h05) 
NBCel29h:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
NBCe229h:=(l + h4 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
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f 1 1 NBCM2:= 
V NBCel29h NBCe229h 
( —NBCD2 + bl \ 
BBCM2:= 
V bl - NBC29 / 
NBCCL2:=LinearSolve[NBCM2, BBCM2] 
NBCcL3 :=NBCCL2 [[1,1]] 
NBCcL4:=NBCCL2[[2,1]] 
NBCGL2:=Table[{(i - 1) * h05,NBCcL3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((h05 * (i - l )) /h05)+ 
NBCcL4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A(((i - 1) * h05)/h05) + ^ ^ L - h o s ) } > {<,T3/h05}] 
NBCGL12 = ListPlot[NBCGL2,PlotRange -» { { -2 ,T3} , {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export["ConstantLongFixedh5.eps",NBCGL12, "EPS"] 
For h=.001 
NRf!39 = ~a*bl h5*h6*(l+h01*r-h01) 
WTiPTYV— —a*bl h5#h6*(l+h01*r—hOl) 
NBCel39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
NBCe239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
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f 1 1 NBCM2:= 
\ NBCel39h NBCe239h 
/ bl - NBCD3 \ 
BBCM3:= 
V bl — NBC39 ) 
NBCCL3 :=LinearSolve [NBCM3, BBCM3] 
NBCcL5:=NBCCL3[[l, 1]] 
NBCcL6:=NBCCL3[[2,1]] 
NBCGL3:=Table[{(i - 1) * h01,NBCcL5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A(((i - 1) * h01)/h01)+ 
NBCcL6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((i - 1) * hOl/hOl) + ^ ( ^ L - m } > T3/h01}] 
NBCGL13 = ListPlot[NBCGL3, PlotRange {{ -2 ,T3} , {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.2,0,.8],PointSize[.018]>] 
Export["ConstantLongFixedhOO 1 .eps",NBCGL13, "EPS"] 




PA 11— -a*bl 
CAD1:=0 
CAO'X— -a*bl J .-h3«h4,(1+h05»r _b05) 










Cel l3 :=( l -f hi * h)A(Tl/h) 
Ce213:=(l + h2 * / i ) A (Tl /h) 
Cel23:=(l + h3 * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
Ce223:=(l + h4 * h05)A(Tl /h05) 
Cel26:=(l + h3 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
Ce226:=(l + h4 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
Cel36:=(l + h5 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
Ce236:=(l + h6 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
Cel39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
Ce239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
CMT:= 
/ 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Cel l3 Ce213 - C e l 2 3 -Ce223 0 0 
hi * Ce l l3 h2 * Ce213 - h 3 * C e l 2 3 - h 4 * C e 2 2 3 0 0 
0 0 Cel26 Ce226 - C e l 3 6 -Ce236 
0 0 h3 * Cel26 h4*Ce226 - h 5 * Cel36 - h 6 * C e 2 3 6 
V 0 0 0 0 Cel39h Ce239h 
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/ bl - CA10 \ 
CA23 - CA13 
CAD2 - CADI 
CBT:= 
CA36 - CA26 
CAD3 - CAD2 








GCLT1 :=Table[{(i - 1) * h, CcLTl * (1 + hi * h)A{(i - 1) * h/h) 
+CcLT2 * (1 + h2 * hy((i - 1) * h/h) + , { i , (Tl/fc) + 1}] 
GCLT2:=Table[{i * h05 + T1, CcLT3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) 
+CcLT4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) + 
,{i,( T 2 - T l ) / h 0 5 } ] 
GCLT3:=Table[{i * hOl + T2, CcLT5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A((i * hOl + T2)/hOl) 
+CcLT6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((i * hOl + T2)/h01) + 
, { . , ( ( T 3 - T 2 ) / h 0 1 - l ) } ] 
GCLT11 = ListPlot[GCLTl,PlotRange -> {{-2 ,T3}, {0,3}}, 
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PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[.8,0, ,2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
GCLT12 = ListPlot[GCLT2, PlotRange { { -2 ,T3} , {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColorfO, .8, ,2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
GCLT13 = ListPlot[GCLT3, PlotRange -> { { - 2 , T 3 } , {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.2,0, .8], PointSize[.018]}]; 
GCLT14 = Show[GCLTl 1, GCLT12, GCLT13] 
Export["MixedConstantLongFixed.eps",GCLT14, "EPS"] 
Constant Target Function for hh Time Scales with Free Boundary Conditions) 
CNAD1:=0 
CNell9:=(l + hi * ^)A((T3 - h)/h) 
CNe219:=(l + h2 * h)A({T3 - h)/h) 
CNel 19h:=(l + hi * /i)A((T3 - 2 * h)/h) 
CNe219h:=(l + h2 * h)A((T3 - 2 * h)/h) 






\ h * a((bl) - CNA19) - CNAD1 
NCCL1 :=LinearSolve [CNM1, CBM1] 
NCcLl:=NCCLl[[l, 1]] 
NCcL2: =NCCL 1 [[2,1]] 
NGCL1 :=Table[{(z - 1) * /i, NCcLl * (1 + hi * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) 
+NCcL2* (1 + h2 * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) +
 hUta;(T+bL-k)} - ihT3//t}] 
NGCL11 = ListPlot[NGCLl, PlotRange -» {{ -2 ,T3} , {0,3}}, 





CNel29:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
CNe229:=(l + h4 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
CNel29h:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - 2 * h05)/h05) 
CNe229h:=(l + h4 * h05)A((T3 - 2 * h05)/h05) 
/ h3 h4 
CNM2:= 
V h3 * CNel29h + h05 * a * CNel29 h4 * CNe229h + h05 * a * CNe229 
( —CNAD1 
CBM1:= 




NGCL2:=Table[{(i - 1) * h05, NCcL3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((i - 1) * h05/h05) 
+NCcL4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A((i - 1) * h05/h05) + 6555^1^=505)} > ft T3/h05}] 
NGCL12 = ListPlot[NGCL2, PlotRange -> { { -2 ,T3} , {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle -» {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export["ConstantLongh05.epsn,NGCL12, "EPS"] 
For h=001 
C1MA3Q'= ~"*bl h5*h6*(l+h01»r-b0l) 
CNAD3:=0 
CNel39:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
CNe239:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
CNel39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
CNe239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
/ h5 h6 
CNM3:= 




V hOl * a((bl) - CNA39) - CNAD3 
NCCL3:=LinearSolve [CNM3, CBM3] 
NCcL5:=NCCL3[[l, 1]] 
NCcL6:=NCCL3[[2,1]] 
NGCL3:=Table[{(i - 1) * h01,NCcL5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A((i - 1) * hOl/hOl) 
+NCcL6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((i - 1) * hOl/hOl) + ^ ( i ^ u r - h o i ) } , {i, T3/h01}] 
NGCL13 - ListPlot[NGCL3, PlotRange -> {{ -2 ,T3} , {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[0, .2, .8],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export [" ConstantLonghOO 1 .eps ", NGCL13, n EPS - ] 
For a Mixed Time Scale 
TA10— -q«bl hl*h2#(l+/n<i—h) 
PA 13-= ~°*M 
h\*b2*(l+h*r—h) 








. _ —a*bl 
h5*h6*(l+h01*r--hOl) 




Cell3:= 1 + hi * h)A(T\/h) 
Ce213:= 1 + h2 * h)A(Tl/h) 
Cel23:= l + h3*h05)A(Tl/h05) 
Ce223:= l + h4*h05)A(Tl/h05) 
Cel26:= 1 + h3 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
Ce226:= 1 + h4 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
Cel36:= 1 + h5 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
Ce236:= 1 + h6 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
Cel39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
Ce239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
NCMT.-
/ 1 1 0 
Cel l3 Ce213 - C e l 2 3 









h3 * Cel26 
0 
-CADI 
CA23 - C A B 
CAD2 - CADI 
CA36 - CA26 
CAD3 - CAD2 
V hOl * a * (bl - CA39) - CAD3 ) 
0 
—Ce223 
-h4 * Ce223 
Ce226 





















NGCLT1 :=Table[{(i - 1) * /i,NCcLTl * (1 + hi * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) 
+NCcLT2 * (1 + h2 * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) + . ( i . ( T 1 A ) + 1}] 
NGCLT2:=Table[{i * h05 + T1, NCcLT3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) 
+NCcLT4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) + ^ f ^ - M S ) } 
, { t , ( T 2 - T l ) / h 0 5 } ] 
NGCLT3:=Table[{i * hOl + T2, NCcLT5 * (l + h5* h01)A((i * hOl + T2)/hOl) 
+NCcLT6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((i * hOl + T2)/h01) + ^ ( f ^ - h o t ) } 
, { i , ( ( T 3 - T 2 ) / h 0 1 - l ) } ] 
NGCLT11 = ListPlot[NGCLTl, PlotRange -> {{-2 ,T3}, {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[.8,0, .2], PointSize[.018]}]; 
NGCLT12 = ListPlot[NGCLT2, PlotRange {{-2 ,T3}, {0,3}}, 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
NGCLT13 - ListPlot[NGCLT3,PlotRange {{-2 ,T3}, {0,3}}, 
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PlotStyle {RGBColor[.2,0, .8],PomtSize[.018]}]; 
NGCLT14 = ShowfNGCLTl 1, NGCLT12, NGCLT13] 
Exportf"MixedConstantLongFree.eps",NGCLT14, "EPS"] 
A.3 Code for Linear Target Function 
Linear Target Function for KL Time Scales with Fixed Boundary Conditions 
For h=l 
hl(h2—hi) "1 hl2(h2—hi) r h2(h2-hl) h22(h2-hl) 
1 N O / V 1 J 1 -
 h l ( h 2 _ h l j -t- h2(h2—hi) hl2(h2—hi) h22(h2-hl) 
NBell9h:=(l + hi * /i)A((T3 - h)/h) 
NBe219h:=(l + h2 * /i)A((T3 - h)/h) 
NBM1:= ( 1 1 J 
V NBell9h NBe219h ) 
( —NBAD1 + b 
BBM1:= 
\ —NBA19 + v(T3 -h) + b 




NBGLl:=Table[{i *h- /i,NBcLl * (1 + hi * h)A{(i *h- h)/h) 
+NBcL2 * (1 + h2 * h)A((i *h-h)/h) + 
"" hl2(h2—hi) h2(h2—hi) h22(h2-hl) J ' 
{i,T3/h}] 
NBGL11 = ListPlot[NBGLl,PlotRange -> { { - 2 , T 3 } , { - 1 0 , (v * T3 + 6)}}, 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.8,0, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export[" LinearLongFixedl .eps ", NBGL11, " EPS " ] 
For h=.5 
x m A ^ i f t . ~ i+fa05»T—faos (»*(T3-bOS)+b) ^fl+MMflfr
 14^_m5(««(T3-MS)+6) 
h3(h4—h3) "1 h32(h4—b3) h h4(h4-h3) 
, i+hO5:r-hos(1+h0S«b4)'' 
h42(h4—h3) 
h3(h4—h3) T" h4(h4—h3) "" h32(h4-h3) r h42(h4-h3) 
NBel29h:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
NBe229h:=(l + h4 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
NBM2:= ( 1 1 | 
V NBel29h NBe229h J 
( —NBAD2 + b 
BBM2:= 





NBGL2:=Table[{(z - 1) * h05, NBcL3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((h05 * (i - l )) /h05) 
+NBcL4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A(((i - 1) * h05)/h05) + ^ 
I i+hQ5«r--bQS
 1 + h o 5 : r _ b a s ( « « ( ( < - l ) « b O S ) + 6 ) i - n n s « i — h a s (l+h05«h4)u 1 
h32(h4—h3) r h4(h4—h3) h42(h4-h3) J ' 
{i, T3/h05}] 
NBGL12 = ListPlot[NBGL2, PlotRange -» { { - 2 , T3}, { - 1 0 , (w * T3 + b)}}, 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export["LinearLongFixedh5.eps",NBGL12, "EPS"] 
For h=.001 
^TSoi ("*(T3—h01)+6) , — i+Mi° r_hni (l+h01*h5)« , ,+ M 1 1° (t,«(T3-h01)+6) V r B \ - 3 f ) . _ l+h01»r—hOl V V — y "I , 1 h O l . r - O l ^ ' " " ' " " - V " . l h O l > r - l < 0 1 V 




M R A m - ^ S M 4. l-ttOUr-Mlffl , - l ^ ^ - m a + M l ^ , l+hOUr-hOlC^h01^)" 
h5(h6—hS) ^ h6(h6—h5) hS2(h6-h5) h h62(h6-h5) 
NBel39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
NBe239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
f 1 1 NBM3:= 
V NBel39h NBe239h 
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f b - NBAD3 
BBM3:= 
V v * (T3 - hOl) + b - NBA39 
NBCL3 :=LinearSolve[NBM3, BBM3] 
NBcL5:=NBCL3[[l, 1]] 
NBcL6:=NBCL3[[2,1]] 
NBGL3: =Table[{(i - 1) * h01,NBcL5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A(((z - 1) * h01)/h01) 
+NBcL6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((i - 1) * hOl/hOl) + " h5(h6—h5) 
, - . - . 
h52(h6—h5) r h6(h6—h5) ^ h62(h6-h5) / 
{i,T3/h01}] 
NBGL13 = ListPlot[NBGL3, PlotRange { { - 2 , T3}, { - 1 0 , (w * T3 + 6)}}, 
PlotStyle -v {RGBColor[.2,0, .8],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export["LinearLongFixedhOO 1 .eps",NBGL13, "EPS"] 
For a Mixed Time Scale 
A m - Z H B E 4. , I + f a W , 
hl(h2—hi) 1 hl2(h2—hi) r h2(h2-hl) " r h22(h2-hl) 
hl(h2—hi) 1 hl2(h2—hi) r h2(h2-hl) 
(l+/i*h2)u l+h+r—h 
h22(h2—hi) 
Arn — i+fc»i—h (V) I l+h*r-h 
hl(h2—hi) h2(h2—hi) 




3 (v\ o A M l+hQS«i—bOS ' i l+h05*i 
h3(h4—h3) ~ b4(b4—h3) 
AOf:--l+hOUr-hOl("*T2+'') , ~ l+b01«r-h01 (l+hOt*hS)v l+h01«!—hOl 
h5(h6—h5) h52(h6-h5) h b6(h6-h5) 
, l+h01°r-M)l 
h62(h6—h5) 
A ? 0 . _ ~ l+fa01«r—hOl (««(T3-h01)+i) - t + M ^ q - H l O l ^ 
h5(h6—h5) "" h52(h6—h5) 
"
r
 h6(h6—h5) h62(h6—h5) 
A Tyl l+h01«r~h01 
• 1+hONr—hOl 
h5(h6—h5) h6(h6—h5) 
el l3:=( l + hi */i)A(Tl//i) 
e213:=(l + h2 * / i ) A (Tl /h) 
el23:=(l + h3 * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
e223:=(l + h4 * h05)A(Tl /h05) 
el26:=(l + h3 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
e226:=(l + h4* h05)A(T2/h05) 
el36:=(l + h5 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
e236:=(l + h6 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
el39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
e239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
el39:=(l + h5 * h01)A(T3/h01) 





















0 el26 e226 
0 h3 * el26 h4 * e226 
0 0 0 
b — A10 \ 
A23 - A13 
AD2 — AD1 
A36 - A26 
A D 3 - A D 2 








GLTl:=Table[{(i - l ) * k , cLTl * (1 + hi * h)A({i - 1) * h / h ) 
-KLT2 * (1 + h2 * h ) A ( ( i - 1) * h / h ) + Z J B ^ ^ W ) 
~
1





—h5 * el36 —h6 * e236 
el39h e239h 
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{ i , (Tl / / i ) + l} ] 
GLT2:=Table[{i * h05 + Tl, cLT3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((z * h05 + Tl)/h05) 
+CLT4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) + ~ + T 1 > + 6 > 
I -i+bO5%-hO5(1+h0S«h3)» , ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ( " h O S + T Q + b ) 1+hQs:r_hg5(l+hOS.>h4)t,-| 
h32(h4—h3) r h4(h4-h3) h4J(h4-h3) / ' 
{ * , ( T 2 - T l ) / h 0 5 } ] 
GLT3:=Table[{i * hOl + T2, cLT5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A((i * hOl + T2)/h01) 
+CLT6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((z * hOl + T2)/h01) + 
h52(h6—h5) r h6(h6—h5) — h62(h6-h5) J > 
{ » , ( ( T 3 - T 2 ) / h 0 1 - l ) } ] 
GLT11 = ListPlot[GLTl,PlotRange {{-2 ,T3} , { - 1 0 , {v * T3 + 6)}}, 
PlotStyle -» {RGBColor[.8,0, .2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
GLT12 = ListPlot[GLT2, PlotRange {{-2 ,T3} , { - 1 0 , {v * T3 + 6)}}, 
PlotStyle {RGBColorfO, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
GLT13 = ListPlot[GLT3, PlotRange {{ -2 ,T3} , { - 1 0 , (t> * T3 + 6)}}, 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[.2,0, .8],PointSize[.018]}]; 
GLT14 = Show[GLTl 1, GLT12, GLT13] 
Export[nMixedLinearLongFixed.eps", GLT14, "EPS n] 
Linear Target Function for hZ Time Scales with Free Boundary Conditions 
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For h=l 
M A I Q . _ - I T f a M ^ - M + f c ) T T i^(W(T3-^)+6) —g-^i+h.M),, 
hl(h2—hi) hl2(h2—hi) r h2(h2-hl) ^ h22(h2-hl) 
VT A r > 1 — ~ _ L 
hl(h2-hl) + h2(h2—hi) 
Nell9:=(l + hi * h)A((T3 - h)/h) 
Ne219:=(l + h2 * h)A{(T3 - /i)//i) 
Nell9h:=(l + hi * h)A((T5 — 2*h)/h) 
Ne219h:=(l + h2 * h)A{{ T3 - 2 * h)/h) 
/ h i h2 
NM1:= 
\ hi * Nel 19h + h*a* Nel 19 h2 * Ne219h+ h * a * Ne219 
( —NAD1 \ BM1:= 
\h* o((t7 * (T3 - h) + b) - NA19) - NAD1 J 
NCL1 :=LinearSolve[NMl, BM1] 
NcLl:=NCLl[[l, 1]] 
NcL2:=NCLl[[2,1]] 
NGLl:=Table[{(i -l)*h, NcLl * (1 + hi * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) 
+NcL2 * ( l + h2* h)A((i - 1) * h/h) + 
hl 2 (h2-hl) r h2(h2—hi) h22(h2-hl) J ' 
{z,T3//i}] 
NGL11 = ListPlot[NGLl, PlotRange -* { { - 2 , T 3 } , { - 1 0 , (v * T3 + b)}}, 
PlotStyle -» {RGBColor[.8,0, .2], PointSize[.018]}] 
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Exportf"LinearLong 1 .eps",NGL11, "EPS"] 
For h=.5 
M A ? 0 ' — " ("»(T3-h05)+6) - 1 + M 5 : r _ M 5 ( l + b 0 5 « h 3 ) U 1 + b Q 5 ; r _ M 5 ("«(T3-hOS)+b) 
h3(h4-h3) h32(b4-h3) h4(h4—h3) 
M2(b4-h3) 
M A n i l + h 0 5 « r - h 0 5 . l-t-hos.r-hosfo) 
h3(h4—b3) "T" b4(b4—h3) 
Nel29:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
Ne229:=(l + h4* h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
Nel29h:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - 2 * h05)/h05) 
Ne229h:=(l + h4 * h05)A((T3 - 2 * h05)/h05) 
I h3 h4 
NM2:= 
\ h3 * Nel29h + h05 * a * Nel29 h4 * Ne229h + h05 * a * Ne229 
( -NAD2 \ BM2:= 




NGL2:=Table[{(i - 1) * h05,NcL3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A(((i - 1) * h05)/h05) 
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+NcL4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A(((i - 1) * h05)/h05) -I- ~ ^ ^ ^ 
, - l + ^ r - h Q j C ^ f c 0 5 ^ ) " , l+h05«r—hOS l)*h05)-f-&) ^ ^ ^ (l+h05*h4)t< ) 
h32(h4—h3) r h4(h4—h3) + h42(h4-h3) J ' 
{i, T3/h05}] 
NGL12 - ListPlot[NGL2, PlotRange -> { { - 2 , T3}, { - 1 0 , (v * T3 + b)}}, 
PlotStyle -» {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export[nLinearLongh5.epsn,NGL12, "EPS"] 
For h=.001 
M A - i+hour-ho. (i»(T3-h01)+6) - 1 + h o i : r . M 1 ( l + h 0 1 . f a 5 ) v 1 + h o i: r-ho1("*(T3-b01)-t-t) 
l N / v j ? . - h5(b6—h5) hS2(h6-h5) h h6(h6-h5) 
. i+Mi:r-y1(1+h01*h<»' 
h62(h6—h5) 
M A M 1 + h O l . r - h O l I 1 + h O l . r - h O l 1XA1JO.- ^ ( h g ^ ) i " h6(h6—h5) 
Nel39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
Ne239/i:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
Nel39:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
Ne239:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
/ h5 h6 
NM3:= 
V h5 * Nel39h + hOl * a * Nel39 h6 * Ne239h + hOl * a * Ne239 
f - N A D 3 
BM3:= 





NGL3:=Table[{z * hOl, NcL5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A((z * hOl)/hOl) 
+NcL6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A(i * hOl /hOl) + 
. -l+hOi:r-hQ1(1+h01*hS)" , l+hQUr-b01("«('*h01)+i') , 1-HOUr-hO! (l*'""*'*^ 1 
"
1
 h52(b6-h5) r h6(h6—h5) 1 h62(h6-h5) J ' 
{i,T3/h01}] 
NGL13 = ListPlot[NGL3, PlotRange { { - 2 , T3}, { - 1 0 , (v * T3 + 6)}}, 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.2,0, .8],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export["LinearLongh001.eps",NGL13, "EPS"] 
For a Mixed Time Scale 
hi (b2—hi) hl2(h2—hi) r h2(h2-hl) h2 2 (h2-hl ) 
A A I . _ 1 , 1+h.tr-h. M 
t x l J L
- - hl(h2—hi) h2(h2—hi) 
J. - l ^ - M t C 1 - ^ * ^ ) " , l+hO5«r-h05+6) 
J
' h3(h4—h3) "" h32(h4—h3) r h4(h4-h3) 
"" h42(h4—h3) 
h3(h4—h3) " r (h3)A2(h4—h3) h4(h4-h3) 
h4 (h4—h3) 
A W . . l+h05»r-h05 (**) . l+h05«r-has 
h3(h4—h3) h4(h4—h3) 
A?fi._-l+h0i:r-hQl("*T2+i') , - l ^ C ^ " " ) ' , l+hOUr-Ml ("*T2+b) 
h5(h6—h5) h52(h6—hS) r h6(h6-h5) 
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"" h62(h6—h5) 
A o p - ~ 1+hOl.r—hOl (««(T3-h01)+t) -
 1 + h o i ; r _ M , (l+h01«h5)v 
hS(h6-h5) i h5'2(h6—b5) 
• i+how-ho. (**(T3-h01)+6) i+Mi*r-boi (l+h01*h6)t> 
"
r
 h6(h6-h5) "t" h62(b6-h5) 
* r > 1 ~ 1 + h O l . r - h O l ( " ) , I + h M . r - h O l ( p ) 
h5(b6—h5) "T" h6(h6—h5) 
e l l3 :=( l + hi * h)A(T\/h) 
e213:=(l + h2 */i)A(Tl//i) 
el23:=(l + h3 * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
e223:=(l + h4 * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
el26 :=(l + h3 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
e226:=(l + h4 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
el36 :=(l + h5 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
e236:=(l + h6 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
el39h :=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
e239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
el39 :=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
e239:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
rl:=h5 * el39h + hOl * a * el39 
r2:=h6 * e239h + hOl * a * e239 
M:= 
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hi h2 0 0 0 0 
el 13 e213 - e l 2 3 -e223 0 0 
hi * e l 13 h2 * e213 - h 3 * e l 2 3 - h 4 * e 2 2 3 0 0 
0 0 el26 e226 - e l 3 6 - e236 
0 0 h3 * el26 h4 * e226 - h 5 * e l 3 6 - h 6 * e 2 3 6 
0 0 0 0 rl t2 
I -AD1 
A23 - A13 
) 
A36 - A26 
0 








GLl:=Table[{(i - 1 )*h, cLl * (1 + hi * h)A{(i - 1) * h/h) 
+cL2 * (1 + h2 * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) + 
hl2(h2—hi) r h2(h2—hi) h22(h2-hl) J ' 
{ i , ( T l / / » + l)}] 
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GL2:=Table[{i * h05 + Tl, cL3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) 
+cL4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) + " M » ^ + t i ) + 6 ) 
I - i ^ C W B ) '
 1 4 t M : r - t M ( » » ( i » M H T l ) + t ) i + h O S » r — h 0 5 ( l + h O S * b 4 ) t ) ~ > 
h32(h4—h3) r h4(h4—h3) " r h42(h4-h3) J ' 
{» , (T2-T l ) / h05} ] 
GL3:=Table[{z * hOl + T2, cL5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A((i * hOl + T2)/hOl) 
+cL6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((« * hOl + T2)/h01) + ~ W r ^ M j y j j g H j ) 
I ~ 1+hOUr-hOl
 1+m:r_m(.V*(i*m+Tl)+b) ^^^(l+hOl^V-t 
"
1
 h52(h6—h5) h6(h6—h5) ^ h62(h6-h5) J ' 
{ » , ( ( T 3 - T 2 ) / h 0 1 - l ) } ] 
GL11 = ListPlot[GLl, PlotRange -» { { - 2 , T3}, { - 1 0 , (u*T3 + &)}}, 
PlotStyle -» {RGBColor[.8,0, .2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
GL12 = ListPlot[GL2, PlotRange -» { { - 2 , T3}, { - 1 0 , (« * T3 + &)}}, 
PlotStyle -v {RGBColor[0, .8, ,2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
GL13 = ListPlot[GL3, PlotRange { { - 2 , T3}, { - 1 0 , (v * T3 + &)}}, 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.2,0, .8],PointSize[.018]}]; 
GL14 = Show[GLll, GL12, GL13] 
Export["MixedLinearLong.eps", GL14, "EPS"] 
A.4 Code for Exponential Target Function 
Exponential Target Function for hZ Time Scales with Fixed Boundary Conditions 
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For h=l 
F M B l O - i , - i 
r r m i u . - ( b _ h l ) ( h 2 _ h i ) f (6—h2)(h2—hi) ' 
~(l+h*b) 
FNB19h:=Ybh:»)(h2-hi) (1 + & * MA((T3 - h)/h) 
+ & * h)A((T5 - h)/h)-
FebO:=(l + 6 * h)A((T3 - /i)//i); 
FNell9:=(l + hi * h)A{(T3 - h)/h); 
FNe219:=(l + h2 * h)A({T3 - h)/h)\ 
f 1 1 FBE1:= 
V FNell9 FNe219 
1 - FNB10 
FebO - FNB19h 
FNE1:= ; 
FNCel :=LinearSolve[FBEl, FNE1]; 
FNcel:=FNCel[[l, 1]]; 
FNce2:=FNCel[[2,1]]; 
FNGel:=Table[{(i - 1) * h, FNcel * (1 + hi * h)A(({i - 1) * h)/h) 
+FNce2 * (1 + h2 * h)A(((i - 1) * h)/h) + ^ ^ ( l + b * h)A«(i - 1) * h)/h) 
+ b * h)A(((i - 1) * h)/h)} , {i, (T3//>)} 
FNGel 1 = ListPlot[FNGel,PlotRange { { -2 ,T3} , { -100,200}} , 
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PlotStyle {RGBCoior[.8,0, ,2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export[nexponentialFixedhl.epsn,FNGel 1, "EPS"]; 
For h=.5 
+ b * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
+ b * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
(6-h3)(h4-h3) (6—h4)(b4—h3) 




 h(>5)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
Fneb2:=(l + b * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
FNel29:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 





FNGe2:=Table[{(i - 1) * h05, FNce3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A(((i - 1) * h05)/h05) 
+FNce4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A(((z - 1) * h05)/h05) 
+ + b * h05)A(((i - 1) * h05)/h05) 
+ + b * h 0 5 ^ ~ 1) *h05)/h05)} , {i ,T3/h05}] 
FNGel2 = ListPlot[FNGe2,PlotRange -» {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle -» {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export[" exponentialFixedh5.eps",FNGel2, "EPS"] 
For h=.001 
T > n n n - (1+hQ1*i,) -i+M,1:.-M1(1+h01*i») 
riNDJU.- (6—h5)(h6—h5) (6-h6)(h6-h5) 
r(l+h01*6) F N B 3 9 h : =
1
^ - ^ I g '(1 + b * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
+ + b * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
Fneb3:=(l + b* h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
FNel39:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
FNe239:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
/ 1 1 FBE3:= 
V FNel39 FNe239 
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I 1 - FNB30 
FNE3:= 




FNGe3:=Table[{(i - 1) * h01,FNce5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A(((i - 1) * h01)/h01) 
+FNce6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A(((i - 1) * h01)/h01) 
+ b * h01)A(((i - 1) * h01)/h01) 
+ b * h0 1)A(((i - 1) * Ml ) /h01)} , {»,T3/h01}] 
FNGel3 = ListPlot[FNGe3,PlotRange {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle -» {RGBColor[.2,0, .8],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export [" exponentialFixedhO 1 .eps ", FNGe 13," EPS " ]; 
For a Mixed Time Scale 
dl+h*b) 
D 1 U
-~ (f>-hl)(h2-hl) ((>—h2)(b2—hi) 
(1 + b * h r f l l / h ) 
-Al+h*b) 
+ cr^-hi)^"(i+b*hr(n/h) 
+ b * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
+ b * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
+ b * h05)A(T2/h05) 
+ + b * h05)A(T2/h05) 
+ b * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
+ + b * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
+ b * h05)A(T2/h05) 
+ + b * h05)A(T2/h05) 
+ b * h01)A(T2/h01) 
+ b * h01)A(T2/h01) 
+ b * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
1+hOl 
r ^ S - h s T H1 + b * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
r (l+h01*6) 
+ b * h01)A(T2/h01) 




 b * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
+ b * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
eb:=(l + b* h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
e l l3:=( l + hi * h)A(T\/h) 
e213:=(l + h2*/ i )A (Tl /h) 
el23:=(l + h3 * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
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e223:=(l + h4* h05)A(Tl/h05) 
el26:=(l + h3 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
e226:=(l + h4 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
el36:=(l + h5 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
e236:=(l + h6 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
el39:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 















V o o 
( 1 — BIO 
B23 - B13 
BD23 - BD13 
B36 - B26 
BD36 - BD26 
\ eb - B39 / 

























FGel:=Table[{(z - 1) * ft, Feel * (1 + hi * /i)A((z - 1) * h/h) 
+Fce2 * (1 + h2 * /i)A((z - 1) * h/h) + (1 + b * h)A{(i - 1) * h/h) 
+ b * hmi ~ i ) * h/h)}, {», Ti/h+1}] 
FGe2:=Table[{z * h05 + Tl , Fce3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl) /h05) 
+Fce4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A((z * h05 + Tl) /h05) 
+ b * h05)A«* * h 0 5 + T 1 ) / h 0 5 ) 
+6 * h05)A((< *h05+Ti)/h°5)}' c17 - Ti)/ho5>] 
FGe3:=Table[{z * hOl + T2, Fce5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A((z * hOl + T2)/h01) 
+Fce6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((z * hOl + T2)/h01) 
+ b * h 0 1 ) A ^ * h 0 1 + 
+ " I T g r h i - + h s T * - ( 1 + b * W>1)A((< * hOl + T2)/h01)} , {z, (T3 - T2)/h01 - 1 
FGell = ListPlot[FGel,PlotRange {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.8,0, .2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
FGel2 = ListPlot[FGe2,PlotRange -> {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
FGel3 - ListPlot[FGe3,PlotRange {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.2,0, ,8],PointSize[.018]}]; 
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FGel4 = Show [FGe 11, FGe 12, FGe 13] 
Export["exponentialFixedMixed.eps",FGel4, "EPS"]; 
Exponential Target Function for hZ Time Scales with Free Boundary Conditions 
For h=l 
n b d 1 Q - i t o ( 1 + ' " ' > > , - i ^ f e ( ^ ) . INDl^lU.- -r (t_h2)(h2-hl) ' 
a »fe 
N B D ^ h ^ ' y — ^ V + b * fc)A((T3 - 2 * h)/h) 
+ + b * ft)A((T3 - 2 * h)/h), 
nebl:=(l + b* ft)A((T3 - h)/h)\ 
Nel 19:=(1 + hi * h)A{{T3 - h)/h)\ 
Ne219:=(l + h2 * /i)A((T3 - h)/h)] 
Nell9h:=(l + hi * /i)A((T3 - 2 * h)/h)\ 
Ne219h:=(l + h2 * /i)A((T3 - 2 * h)/h)\ 
I hi h2 
BE1:= 
V hi * Nel l9h + h*a* Nel 19 h2 * Ne219h + h * a * Ne219 
( -NBDIO 
NE1:= 
\ h * a(nebl - NB19) - NBD19h 




NGel:=Table[{(i - 1) * ft, Ncel * (1 + hi * h)A(((i - 1) * h)/h) 
+Nce2 * (1 + h2 * h)A(((i - 1) * h)/h) + + b * hn((i - 1) * h)/h) 
+ Z f 5 S r ( 1 + b * MA(((i - 1) * h)/h)} , {i, (T3//>)}] 
NGell = ListPlot[NGel,PlotRange {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[.8,0, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export[" exponentialFreehl.eps",NGel 1, "EPS"] 
For h=.5 
+ b„h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
+ b * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
Tsipn-'o— , 
n n u z v j . - (i,_h3)(b4-h3) (6-h4)(h4-h3) 
N B D 2 9 h : = S ^ | | ^ ^ ( l + b * h05)A((T3 - 2 * h05)/h05) 
+ + b * W»)A(Cn - 2 * h05)/h05) 
neb2:=(l + b* h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
Nel29:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
Ne229:=(l + h4 * h05)A((T3 - h05)/h05) 
Nel29h:=(l + h3 * h05)A((T3 - 2 * h05)/h05) 
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Ne229h:=(l + h4* h05)A((T3 - 2 * h05)/h05) 
h3 h4 
h3 * Nel29h + h05 * a * Nel29 h4 * Ne229h + h05 * a * Ne229 




NGe2:=Table[{(i - 1) * h05,Nce3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A(((z - 1) * h05)/h05) 
+Nce4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A(((i - 1) * h05)/h05) 




 h 0 5 ) A ( « i - * h05) /h05) | , { i ,T3/h05 } j 
NGel2 = ListPlot[NGe2,PlotRange {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export[n exponentialFreeh5.eps NGel2, "EPS"] 
For h=.001 
+ b * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
-NBD20 
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+ 6 * (Cn - hoi)/hoi) 
Hwran— »+>o"r-Mi (1+bQ1*6) , - i - ^ - m f l - H f l i * ) 
1 N D U J U
- " (6-h5)(h6-h5) ^ (6-h6)(h6-h5) 
r(l+h01*6) N B D 3 9 h : = ^ - ^ — • ' ( 1 + b * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
r(l+h01*6) 
+ T ^ - h s T ( ! + & * bOir(CI3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
neb3:=(l + b * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
Nel39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
Ne239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
Nel39:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
Ne239:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
/ h5 h6 
BE3:= 
V h5 * Nel39h + hOl * a * Nel39 h6 * Ne239h + hOl * a * Ne239 
( —NBD30 \ NE3:= 




NGe3:=Table[{(i - 1) * h01,Nce5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A(((t - 1) * h01)/h01) 
+Nce6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A(((i - 1) * h01)/h01) 
3 S o r ( l + h 0 1 * 6 ) (* + b * W>l)A(((i ~ !) * h01)/h01) 
+ b * ~ * h 0 1 ) / h 0 1 ) } . {i ,T3/h01}] 
NGel3 = ListPlot[NGe3, PlotRange -> {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.2,0, .8],PointSize[.018]}] 
Export["exponentialFreehO 1 .eps ",NGel3, "EPS"]; 
For a Mixed Time Scale 
Clear[cel, ce2, ce3, ce4, ce5, ce6] 
D U 1 U . - ( 6 _ h l ) ( h 2 _ h l ) -+• (6—h2)(h2—hi) 
BD13:= + b * h)\Tl/h) 
r(l+h*b) 
( r ^ - h i r ( i + f r * M A c n / f e ) 
F (l+h05*6) . B23:=' "(1 + b * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
+ b * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
+ b * h05)A(T2/h05) 
+ * * h05)A(T2/h05) 
+ b * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
+ b * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
5 (l+h05*6) +
 b * h05)A(T2/h05) 
+
 + 6
 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
+ b * h01)A(T2/h01) 
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r(l+h01*6) 
+ T - ^ - h s T ^ + b * h01)A(T2/h01) 
=Ht(1+M1*») 
"(1 + b * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
1+hOl y s g ^ g ^ d + b * hoi)A(cn - hoi)/hoi) 
r(l+h01»6) ^ ( i +
 b * h01)A(T2/h01) 
r(l+b01*6) 
+ T ^ - h s T 0- + 6 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
B D 3 9 h : = ^ f ^ ^ ( l + b * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
r(l+h01*6) + ' T ^ r (1+b *hoi)A((T3 -2 * hoi)/ho1) 
eb:=(l + b* h01)A((T3 — h01)/h01) 
el 13:=(1 + hi * / i )A (Tl /h) 
e213:=(l + h2 * h)A(Tl/h) 
el23:=(l + h3 * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
e223:=(l + h4 * h05)A(Tl/h05) 
el26:=(l + h3 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
e226:=(l + h4 * h05)A(T2/h05) 
el36:=(l + h5 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
e236:=(l + h6 * h01)A(T2/h01) 
el39h:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
e239h:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - 2 * h01)/h01) 
el39:=(l + h5 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
e239:=(l + h6 * h01)A((T3 - h01)/h01) 
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sl:=h5 * el39h + hOl * a * el39 
s2:=h6 * e239h + hOl * a * e239 
Ml:= 
( hi h2 0 0 
el 13 e213 - e l 2 3 -e223 














0 0 el26 e226 
0 0 h3 * el26 h4*e226 
0 0 0 0 
—BD10 \ 
B 2 3 - B 1 3 
BD23 - BD13 
B36 - B26 
BD36 - BD26 








Gel:=Table[{(i - 1) * h, eel * (1 + hi * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) 
+ce2 * (1 + h2 * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) + + b * h)A((i - 1) * h/h) 
+b * h - * w } , {<, Ti/fc+1}] 
Ge2:=Table[{i * h05 + Tl, ce3 * (1 + h3 * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) 
+ce4 * (1 + h4 * h05)A((z * h05 + Tl)/h05) 
+ b * h05)A((i * h05 + Tl)/h05) 
i ' t ^ ' r t 1 + b * h05)A((f * h05 + T1)/h05)} . ft C12 - Tl)/hOS}] 
Ge3:=Table[{i * hOl + T2, ce5 * (1 + h5 * h01)A((i * hOl + T2)/h01) 
+ce6 * (1 + h6 * h01)A((i * hOl + T2)/h01) 
+ +
 b
 * Ml)A((i * hOl + T2)/h01) 
+ b * h 0 1)A((* * ">1 + T2)/h01)} , {i, (T3 - T2)/h01 -
Gell = ListPlot[Gel, PlotRange {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.8,0, .2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
Gel2 = ListPlot[Ge2, PlotRange {{0,T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[0, .8, .2],PointSize[.018]}]; 
Gel3 = ListPlot[Ge3, PlotRange {{0, T3}, { -10 ,200}} , 
PlotStyle {RGBColor[.2,0, .8],PointSize[.018]}]; 
Gel4 = Show[Gel 1, Gel2, Gel3] 
Export["exponentialFreeMixed.epsGel4, "EPS"]; 
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